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4.1 Final publishable summary report 
 

Executive Summary  

There is a limit to the amount of information that can be transmitted along a single mode 

fibre set by the non-linear Shannon limit. With the continuing increase in demand for 

bandwidth there will clearly be some point in time at which the current fibre network will not 

be capable of handling the demand upon it. Different approaches are being investigated to 

offset the capacity crunch, but ultimately new fibres will be required in the ground. Spatial 

Division Multiplexing (SDM) offers a potential approach to increase the capacity of a single 

fibre and in principle improve cost and efficiency over simply increasing the number of 

fibres. When embarking on MODE-GAP project proposal there was a little activity on SDM 

and virtually none on the use of spatial modes within a fibre to increase capacity. The project 

as proposed was challenging and the objectives set very ambitious. Since project 

commencement the field has developed and the research activity in multimode and multi-core 

systems has increased enormously. Despite this activity and continual development of 

understanding the project workplan has remained remarkably robust, the key objectives have 

been achieved and many of the objectives exceeded. Throughout the project lifetime MODE-

GAP has been at the forefront of Mode Division Multiplexing (MDM) technology 

contributing to the state of the art at every stage and developing know-how and products 

utilised by the community as a whole. 

 

The overall aim of the project was to increase transmission 100-fold over what was 

achievable at project commencement. This was to be achieved with a three strand approach; 

investigating MDM at conventional transmission wavelengths around 1550nm in solid core 

silica based fibres, development of a ‘new’ transmission medium of Hollow Core Photonic 

Bandgap Fibres (HC-PBGF) and operation in a new wavelength region around 2000nm. 

 

The project was highly challenging from the beginning, no components were available for 

few mode fibre (FMF) or over the 2000nm range. Each aspect from basic components 

through to transmission demonstration was investigated and developed within the project. 

The project achieved several world firsts which included, longest transmission over HC-

PBGF, few mode EDFA, 2000nm WDM transmission over HC-PBGF, field trial over a 

section of live network, transmission record for 6-mode (12-channel) system. 

 

The field trail was not part of the original proposed objectives and when the opportunity 

arose to undertake it all of the partners contributed to ensure it was successful. The work 

using ‘live’ traffic addressed a series of potential scenarios in which MDM would first be 

integrated into a network. 

 

Overall MODE-GAP has been very successful furthering the field of MDM SDM and 

contributing both products and know-how for continued activity toward avoidance of the 

potential future capacity crunch.   
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4.1.1 Summary of project context and objectives  

 
 

“The project goal is to develop the disruptive technology and concepts needed to enhance our 

communications infrastructure 100-fold to meet future needs, avert network gridlock and reduce 

energy consumption.” 

 

Concept 

Driven by the exponentially growing demand for capacity, it is already apparent that the next 

generation of telecommunication networks will be radically different from previous implementations, 

coherent detection and multi-carrier techniques, along with powerful digital signal processing will be 

deployed to maximise the available capacity of each fibre strand within the network. However, whilst 

of benefit, such developments will only delay the inevitable single mode fibre capacity crunch. Put 

simply, once these developments are deployed, it will only be possible to increase network capacity 

by lighting additional fibres, with a cost linearly increasing with capacity.  With a  per annum capacity 

demand growth rate of over 40%, this only delays a total capacity exhaust by a few years before new 

cable deployments are required. 

The imminence of new and extensive deployment of new fibre cables in the next decade (2020-30) 

provides a unique opportunity to re-examine our choice of transmission medium in order to have a 

dramatic impact on the exploitable network capacity increase (and critically on the reduced cost per 

transmitted bit) that might be achieved during such a deployment. The concept behind MODE-GAP 

was to exploit this opportunity by developing three complementary technologies, each of which 

would individually offer sufficient benefit to merit serious consideration, but which combined offer 

remarkable potential increases in available network capacity.  

The concept of the project was to address the future needs by optical Multiple Input Multiple Output 

(MIMO) through long haul Mode Division Multiplexing (MDM) over multimode fibre. There are 

three fundamental strands of R&D to realise such an advanced concept. 

i) MDM for long haul transmission. Previously restricted to short haul links, exploitation of the 

parallelism offered by multi-mode fibres will offer significant increases in the information 

capacity of a fibre link. 

ii) Research into ultra-low loss, Hollow Core Photonic Band Gap Fibre (HC-PBGF), where the 

majority of the optical field is confined within an air core, reducing the losses to potentially 

0.05 dB/km, equivalent to increasing amplifier spacing from 80 km to 320km for a fixed 

optical signal to noise ratio, or equivalently increasing the maximum transmission distance 

more than 10 fold. Additional benefits that would arise from the use of this technology 

include a significant increase in the fibre bandwidth, and a decrease in non-linear effects.  

iii) Operation in the 2 micron region of the spectrum. This spectral region, previously unexplored 

for telecommunications applications, offers the potential of very large bandwidth and 

minimum losses for PBGF. 

 

The diagram below shows the route taken within the project to address all three strands in parallel and 

to ensure that optimisation of approach was achieved. 
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Objectives 

The project targeted the demonstration of a ten-fold increase in the number of channels used in a 

single fibre. 

 
At commencement of the project there were no readily available components for Few Mode Fibre 

(FMF) or 2 micron SMF or FMF operation. Investigation and realisation of these components was 

integrated into the overall project. To meet the overall objective there were component and system 

challenges to be met, defining a series of objectives that became milestones of the project 

workplan: 

 Fibres – Development of few mode solid core fibres as well as ultra-low loss multi-mode 

photonic band gap transmission fibre (MM-PBGF).  

 Rare earth doped optical amplifiers – Development of novel few mode rare earth doped 

optical amplifiers as well as amplifiers for the new transmission windows necessary for the 

achievement of the lowest loss.  

 Sources and detectors – Development of sources and detectors operable in to the 1.8 to 2.1 

um region. 

 Multimode fibre SDM coupling  - Development of multiplexing and demultiplexing 

components for operation in the C-band and 2m window 

 MIMO Processing – Development of MIMO and dispersion compensation signal processing 

algorithms applicable to both conventional solid core fibres and MM-PBGF. 

 Long Haul WDM transmission- Demonstration of the concept on a longhaul WDM 

transmission testbed 
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The project  

Year 1 

During the first year the project work was focussed on developing the necessary components for 

solid core MM fibre at 1550nm in line with the original plan. This resulted in the development of 

preliminary mux/demux components and multimode amplifiers in preparation for a transmission 

system experiment during the first part of the second year. Four mode solid core fibre was 

developed and became available to partners to progress to the next stage of increasing the number 

of modal channels in the fibre. In parallel, the first 2m laser sources within the project were 

developed, FP lasers released to the project partners and single mode fully packaged lasers 

became available early in the second year. PBGF fibre work progressed during year 1 to the stage 

that a 2m transmission experiment incorporating an amplifier could be planned for the first part 

of year 2.  

Year 2 

Preparatory work of the first year laid the foundation for some key system level achievements 

during the second year together and formed the basis for further component enhancement. The 

key system level achievements during this year were: 

 

 73.7 Tb/s (96x3x256-Gb/s) mode-division-multiplexed DP-16QAM transmission with an 

in-line MM-EDFA. 

 30.7 Tb/s (96x320 Gb/s) DP-32QAM transmission over ultra-low latency Photonic 

Bandgap Fibre 

 First demonstration of low-latency transmission in a HC-PBGF. 

 Wavelength division multiplexing at 2m 

 First demonstration of 2m data transmission in HC-PBGF  

Year 3 

Additional key achievements during the third year were as follows and included a field trial not 

originally targeted within the project lifetime: 

 

 First coherent MDM transmission over hollow core fibre. 73.7Tb/s (96x3x256Gb/s) mode 

division multiplexed DP-16QAM over 310m 

 World record transmission distance using optical multi-mode amplifiers (>1000km) 

 First ever MDM field trial 

 Detailed understanding of nonlinear transmission performance of FMF systems. 

 Demonstration of 6-mode FM-EDFA  

 2um component realisation for DWDM experiment 

Year 4 

 Fabrication of >11km of low loss, broad bandwidth HC-PBGF with fluid dynamic 

simulations indicating >100km yields realistic. 

 10 GBit/s (per channel), low latency, full C-band data transmission over 11km of HC-

PBGF. 

 Demonstration of viable fibre amplifiers operating over the full spectral range from 1650-

2150nm. 

 Demonstration of 6-mode cladding pumped FM-EDFA/FM-TDFA 

 2um DWDM transmission experiments 

The key achievements summarised above are described in a little more detail in the next 

section, but all have been published and listed in section 4.2. 
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4.1.2 Main S&T results  

C-band development 

MDM System experiments and field trial 

73.7Tb/s over 119km of 3-mode fibre with mid stage amplification 

The first high capacity demonstration using mode division multiplexing was executed on solid 

core 3-mode fiber supporting the LP01, LP11a and LP11b modes. The experiment used dual 

polarization 16QAM modulation over 96 wavelength division multiplexed channels that were 

transmitted in each mode of the 119km link using a mode-multiplexer, shown in Fig.1. A mid-

stage 3-mode erbium doped fiber amplifier was used after 84km for a first-ever such 

demonstration of high capacity amplification. After mode demultiplexing, the signal was detected 

in three coherent receivers and sampled in analog/digital converters. Advanced equalization 

algorithms were used to remove mode crosstalk and demodulate the signal. The bit error rate of 

all channels was below the forward error correction limit of the assumed code, thus 

demonstrating the ability for error-free transmission. The total data rate of 73.7Tb/s stands till this 

day as the highest capacity transmitted over a single-core multi-mode fiber. Coriant covered the 

achievement in a press release with high market reception. 

 

Fig. 1: Bit error rate for all 96 DWDM channels after 119km transmission distance with the received spectrum after mode 

demultiplexing. 

Loop experiment with 1,100km reach over 3-mode fibre and multi-mode EDFAs 

Another milestone achievement was the loop experiment over 3-mode fiber using a custom 

design loop with an optical chopper, integrated mode-multiplexers as well as optical multi-mode 

amplification. The loop length was 60km using two optical amplifiers. In the experiment 

3x100Gb/s dual polarization QPSK was transmitted over 1,100km and 3x150Gb/s dual 
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polarization 8QAM over 480km. Fig. 2 shows the loop setup. To date this is the longest mode 

division multiplexed transmission using inline multi-mode amplifiers.  

 

Fig. 2 - Experimental setup of the 60 km containing all-FMF re-circulating loop. a) 3-spot launching multiplexer, b) 

chopper used as switching mechanism for the re-circulating loop, c) 3D waveguide device with 3 single-mode fiber outputs, 

used as a de-multiplexer 

SDM field trial  

MODE-GAP stood out by performing the first ever field trial of mode division multiplexing with 

A1 Telekom Austria. In a close cooperation with a key customer of Coriant, the trial was carried 

out demonstrating the interoperability of a live network and multi-mode based technology in a 

gradual upgrade scenario as shown in Fig. 3. The field trial proved that there is no need to replace 

the complete optical backbone when introducing mode division multiplexing. Multi-mode 

hardware proved to be backwards compatible with single mode equipment, leading to a smooth 

upgrade scenario. The field trial concluded with full customer satisfaction. The achievement was 

highlighted in an according press release by Coriant. 
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Fig.3. Schematic of studied network upgrade. One of the spans is exchanged with a few-mode technology span (pink link at 

the bottom) upgrading the potential capacity of that span.  

73.7Tb/s mode division multiplexed transmission over hollow core fiber 

MODE-GAP achieved the highest ever transmitted rate over hollow core fiber leapfrogging the 

competition. 3-mode dual polarization 16QAM was transmitted over 310m of hollow core fiber 

for first-ever coherent transmission over hollow core fiber. The measurement results are shown in 

Fig. 4, with the bit error rate well below the error correction limit. This milestone achievement 

was recognized as a Guinness world record and highlighted in a Coriant press release. 
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Fig. 4: Left: Bit-error rate of the demodulated signal after transmission over the 37c PBGF and the received spectrum at the 

LP01 port. Right: Received 16QAM constellations for the channel at 1550.12nm. 

Few-mode Multi-core Transmission Experiments 

The last reporting year saw a huge progress in data transmission over novel transmission fibres. 

As the aim for the MODE-GAP project was the route towards a 100x fold increase on the spectral 

efficiency of conventional single mode transmission. In addition, to fulfil the SDM promise, 

which allows up to two orders of magnitude capacity increase with respect to SMFs. SDM is 

achieved through multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) transmission employing spatial modes 

of a multi-mode fibre (MMF), or multiple single-mode cores as channels. Recently, a distinct 

type of MMF, the few-mode fibre (FMF), has been developed to co-propagate 3 or 6 linear 

polarised (LP) modes Driven by rapid enhancements in high-speed electronics, digital signal 

processing (DSP) MIMO techniques can faithfully recover mixed transmission channels, 

allowing spectral efficiency increases as spatial channels occupy the same wavelength. State-of-

the-art single-carrier FMF transmission experiments have demonstrated capacity increases in a 

single fibre by exploiting 6 spatial modes, achieving 32 bit s-1 Hz -1 spectral efficiency. By 

employing multicore transmission, a spectral efficiency of 109 bit s-1 Hz-1 has been demonstrated 

using 12 single-mode cores.  

In year 4, ultra-high capacity transmission over a 1 km hole-assisted few-mode multi-core fibre 

(FM-MCF), employing 7 few-mode cores, each allowing the LP01 and two degenerate LP11 

modes to co-propagate in both polarisations was demonstrated. A custom designed butt-coupled 

integrated 3D waveguide multiplexes all 21 spatial LP modes per linear polarisation being 

simultaneously transmitted. The fibre design minimizes inter-core crosstalk and reduces the 

required MIMO equalizer complexity from 42×42 to 7×(6×6), and hence reduce energy 

consumption. In addition, an energy efficient MIMO frequency domain equalizer (FDE) is 

employed per core. A single-carrier spectral efficiency of 102 bit s-1 Hz-1  (if conventional Dual 

Pol OOK SMF is about 2bit s-1 Hz-1 this represents a 50 fold increase) is achieved by encoding 

24.3 GBaud 32 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), allowing for next generation 5.103 Tbit 

s-1 carrier-1 gross (4 Tbit s-1 carrier-1 net) data rate spatial super channels.  

Combining the spatial dimension with 50 wavelength channels on a 50 GHz International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) grid, a gross total capacity of 255 Tbit s-1 (200 Tbit s-1 net) is 
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demonstrated, further indicating the viability of combining few-mode and multi-core transmission 

techniques in a single fibre for achieving ultra-high capacity. This work was widely cited in the 

press in 2014 and was published in Nature Photonics 
..
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Fig 5. FM-MCF PDM/WDM/SDM experimental transmission setup. a, the loading channels and one channel under test are 

simultaneously modulated by a 24.3 GBaud 16 or 32 QAM constellation sequence. Consecutively, polarisation, carriers, 

cores and modes are decorrelated. The 3D multiplexer guide the transmission channels into and out of the FM-MCF 

through butt-coupling, where the CoUT is varied through all cores consecutively. b, the decorrelated wavelength spectrum 

after being interleaved by a wavelength selective switch. c, saturated camera image taken at the receiver side, where all 

cores are simultaneously lit. d, independent cores are excited, indicating low crosstalk per core. Right bottom, selective 

launching of the LP01 and LP11 modes in the centre core, respectively, where the modal energy is confined to the centre of 

the hexagonal core structure 

Fibres  

 
Solid silica fibres 

In year 1 of MODE-GAP fibres supporting either two or four LP modes with a step index profile 

optimised for low loss and low nonlinearity were designed, fabricated and delivered to the 

partners for transmission experiments and for the implementation of multimode devices.  

 

In year 2, fibres supporting either two or four LP modes but this time with a low differential 

group delay (DGD) were designed and fabricated. The fibres have an index profile with a 

parabolic shaped core and a surrounding trench. The two mode fibre has been shown to have an 

attenuation below 0.20 dB/km, DGD below 0.1 ps/m, distributed mode coupling below -25 dB 

for a 30km length, and good splice performance to itself for all modes. By combining fibres with 

positive and negative DGD low total DGD has been achieved. Almost 300 km of FMF has been 

delivered to the partners for transmission experiments and for the implementation of multimode 

devices. This work was reported in the OFC 2012 Postdeadline session. 

 

In year 3, work to develop solid silica few mode fibres supporting either two or four LP modes 

with a low differential mode delay (DMD) has continued. For the four LP mode fibre the focus 

was on improving the DMD control. The best result was a continuous draw of a 100 km fibre 

where the DMD between all modes were controlled to within ±0.3 ps/m. For the two LP mode 
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fibre, the effort was focused on designing, fabricating and characterizing a new fibre with an 

effective area twice as large as the previous low DMD fibre fabricated in Year 2. A single mode 

fibre for use at 2000 nm was also designed, fabricated and characterized. This fibre has been used 

for 2000 nm component development within the project. 

 

In year 4, work on the development of solid silica few mode with a low differential modal group 

delay (DGD) has continued. For the four LP mode fibre the focus has been on further improving 

the DGD control. 500 km of 4 LP mode fibre was fabricated where DGD for 40 % of the fibres 

was controlled to within ±0.1 ps/m and for 60 % of the fibres to within ±0.2 ps/m. Furthermore, a 

low DGD fibre supporting nine LP modes equivalent to 15 spatial modes was developed. The 

fibre showed low attenuation between 0.20 and 0.22 dB/km for all modes. 

 

Hollow Core Photonic Bandgap Fibres 

HC-PBGF development work carried out under the project has provided a very considerable 

advancement over the previous state of the art. A selection of different structures produced during 

MODE-GAP is shown in Fig.6. The project generated approximately 35 primary stacked 

preforms, over 140 fibre draws, from which over 350km of HC-PBGF were produced overall,, of 

which about 85km was of low loss (<10dB/km) fibre. Using the figure of merit F = length x 

bandwidth/loss MODE-GAP has achieved a 30-fold improvement as compared to the  SOTA (see 

Fig.7). The fibres fabricated under the project have allowed the first systematic system 

transmission experiments in PBGFs and a demonstration of a 4 orders of magnitude improvement 

in terms of capacity x length over early experiments carried out using commercially available 

fibres.  

 
Fig. 6: A selection of the wide variety of HC-PBGFs fabricated during MODEGAP, showing in the top row the diversity in 

core sizes and cladding air-filling fractions, and in the bottom row some of the different core surrounds that have been 

controllably produced and studied. 
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Fig. 7: Combined improvement in terms of bandwidth of transmission, loss and fibre length achieved for HC-PBGFs under 

the MODE-GAP project (the dashed red line is the pre-MODE-GAP state-of-the-art). 

 

In Year 1, initial models and studies were produced for idealized fibre structures, identifying 

prevailing loss mechanisms and the most promising design strategies for loss reduction, which 

suggested a radically different route from that previously explored by leading groups worldwide. 

First HC-PBGFs with a large 19 cell core size (i.e. compatible with ultra-low loss) and a thin core 

surround were attained demonstrating the benefit in terms of surface mode elimination and 

bandwidth enlargement (8 times wider than SOTA achieved). Investigation of surface roughness 

using both AFM and a scanning interferometer were initiated using purposely designed capillary 

and microstructured fibres. 

 

In Year 2, a novel scattering model was developed to improve our understanding of the 

relationship between surface roughness HC-PBGF and scattering loss (the paper, submitted to 

OFC2012, was awarded the Corning Best Student Paper Award). In parallel, a novel high 

resolution optical interferometry method for measuring the physical roughness of the inner 

surfaces based on oil immersion was developed. Fibres providing an unprecedented combination 

of ultralow loss (3.5dB/km) and very wide (160nm) transmission bandwidth were demonstrated 

(OFC2012 Postdeadline session, Fig. 8a). Fibres designed for operation at both 1.55 and 2.0m, 

and lengths up to 0.5km (in a 2-3km maximum yield preform) were obtained in a single draw. 

HC-PBGFs with a transmission window well matched to the TDFA gain bandwidth around 2µm 

were also obtained (Fig. 8b), which enabled the first amplified transmission experiments in this 

waveband (ECOC12 Postdeadline session). As a part of fibre development, we analysed the 

presence of gas species (HCl, H2O, and CO2.) in 2µm HC-PBGFs, investigated their origin and 

identified methods for removal of CO2 during fabrication. We applied for the first time a 

combination of S2 imaging and time-of-flight technique in order to identify guided modes, 

measure their DGD and to demonstrate low coupling in our fibres over ~few 100 meter lengths. 

 

In Year 3, we increased the fibre lengths (up to 1km of 19 cell HC-PBGF achieved) and 

demonstrated a novel fibre structure. Based on a large 37 cell core (Fig. 8c) we achieved losses as 

low as 3dB/km, wide transmission bandwidth and well-tempered modal properties. In spite of 

strong concerns in previous works that these structures would be too difficult to achieve or of 

little practical use due to surface modes and mode coupling issues, the fibre we fabricated worked 

well and was used to demonstrate the first high capacity WDM transmission exploiting three 

spatial modes (OFC2013 Postdeadline session). The wavelength scaling of loss in 19 cell fibres 

was also investigated, demonstrating surface scattering loss as the underlying cause of loss as 

previously shown for 7 cell structures. Losses down to ~2dB/km (at 2µm) in HC-PBGFs of km-

scale length and with wide operational bandwidth were demonstrated (Fig. 8d). Work to upscale 

the HC-PBGF fabrication was also undertaken both by ORC (5-10km target) and OFS (>10km). 

Surface roughness studies produced the first combined analysis, obtained using both AFM (high 

spatial frequency range) and interferometric techniques (low spatial frequency range), allowing 

us to characterize the roughness within the core of HC-PBGFs over a much wider range of spatial 

frequencies (10-1-102µm-1) than previously ever achieved. A refined modelling tool to determine 

the properties of real fibres (i.e. including any deviations from a “perfect” geometry) was 

developed, which could accurately predict scattering losses using the model developed in Year I 

(Fig. 8e). This model predicted that substantial loss gains would be possible by fine tuning the 

design of the core surround, and losses as low as 0.2dB/km would be feasible in the best case 

scenario of an optimised 37 cell fibre with equally spaced nodes on the core surround (Fig. 8f).  
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Fig. 8: (a) Fist demonstration of low loss, wide bandwidth 19c HC-PBGF vs. previous best fibre;  

(b) 2µm HC-PBGF with bandwidth matched to TDFA; (c) Loss of 3 lowest order modes of the first ever reported 37c HC-

PBGF; (d) Lowest loss fibre attained in a 2µm HC-PBGF (2.1dB/km);  

(e) Validation of a calibrated modelling tool to simulate fabricated HC-PBGF; (f) Predicted lowest loss fibre, attaining 

0.2dB/km at 2-2.2µm; (g) Results from our novel fluid dynamics modelling tool to study the HC-PBGF fabrication process, 

compared with a drawn fibre; (h) Integrated scattering measurement vs. length of a 11km long low loss HC-PBGF measured 
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at 1.5µm, showing very good uniformity over the record length. Inset shows the cutback loss measurement demonstrating 

low loss transmission over >160nm (note this value is limited by the bandwidth of the Er ASE source). 

 
In Y4 the fibre development activity concentrated on loss reduction and on achieving a 

substantial scaling up of the yield per draw. From quantitative AFM measurements on the inner 

interfaces of capillary fibres and HC-PBGFs we obtained an unequivocal indication that the 

roughness level in the direction of the fibre draw falls well below equilibrium thermodynamic 

expectations and investigated a striking anisotropic character of the amplitude of the roughness 

itself. A powerful fluid-dynamic model of the fibre drawing process was obtained (Fig. 8g), 

which allowed us to explore very efficiently various fibre draw parameter ranges in order to 

identify the most stable drawing conditions and those least prone to induce distortions. 

Substantial refinements of the drawing procedure and equipment have been implemented, which 

have allowed us to reduce the occurrence of structural distortions, identified by our models as 

responsible for the difference between the predicted and measured loss. Various tools to 

investigate the longitudinal uniformity of the HC-PBGFs and to investigate possible defects (their 

onset, evolution and decay) were demonstrated, and some of these tools, (e.g. X-ray 

computational tomography), can be applied not just to the fibres but also to the first and second 

stage preforms, providing a very powerful way to investigate the origin of such defects. As a 

result of such improvements, we were able to fabricate record lengths of low loss HC-PBGFs, 

including in particular an 11km long fibre operating at 1.55µm with ~5dB/km loss (Fig 3h), and 

numerous 1-3.8km km lengths of HC-PBGFs at 2µm with very wide BW and minimum loss 

consistently in the region of 2dB/km (record length 3.8km @ ~3dB/km). In a parallel effort, OFS 

successfully produced up to 30km lengths of HC-PBGF in a single fibre draw. 

 

Er-doped fibre 

In year 1, step index Er-doped fibres supporting two and four LP mode groups and matching to 

those of the first step-index FMF transmission fibres were fabricated. The refractive index and 

erbium doping profiles were optimized for gain equalization using a numerical amplifier 

modelling tool that we developed in-house. The fibres were used to build the first two moded 

amplifier within the project (ECOC postdeadline paper 2011). 

 

In year 2, an optimized Er-doped fibre, exploiting ring doping, supporting four LP mode groups 

was fabricated for the development of a gain equalized 6M-EDFA.  

 

In year 3, a cladding-pumped version of the Er-doped fibre supporting four LP mode groups was 

fabricated in order to demonstrate a more practical and potentially much cheaper way to build and 

power few-mode EDFAs.  

Fibre Amplifiers 

In order to realise the ambitious goals of the MODE-GAP project it was necessary to develop 

several forms of novel optical amplifier. Firstly, we needed to develop partner amplifiers to the 

novel solid FMF transmission fibres under development capable of simultaneously amplifying 

multiple spatial channels within a single fibre device (with equal gain and noise figure across the 

C-band) – such a capability is an essential component of the value proposition of SDM. In 

addition, to partner the PBGFs, a diode-pumped, high gain, low-noise amplifier operating in the 

anticipated 2000nm low loss window of these fibres was needed, ultimately capable of being 

extended to the FMF regime. At the outset of the project neither of these amplifier types had been 

demonstrated. 

 

In Year 1, a FMF erbium doped fibre amplifier (FMF-EDFA) operating at 1.55μm supporting 

two transverse mode groups (comprising 6 distinct modes including all degeneracies and 

polarizations) was built (see Fig,.9). We demonstrated that the differential modal gain could be 

significantly improved by optimizing the pump launch in order to launch high order pump modes 
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which offer better overlap with the signal HOMs (and hence increased gain). We then showed 

further improvement was possible by using a fibre with a tailored central dip in both the 

refractive index and Er-ion concentration. Using this fibre with an offset pump launch that 

predominantly excited the LP21 mode, over 22dB gain for two modes at the same wavelength and 

in orthogonal polarizations was achieved. Furthermore, it was also shown that >20 dB gain could 

be achieved with modest differential modal gain for different pairwise combinations of modes. 

The amplifier was shown to be tuneable across the C-band. 

 

In year 2, several portable two-mode amplifier lab units were constructed and used in 

transmission tests in our partners labs and, most notably, in field experiments (as described 

previously). We also investigated inter-modal cross gain and associated transient effects. Our 

results showed that all modes experience roughly similar responses under a range of different 

add/drop conditions, although some evidence of mode dependent sensitivity was observed in 

experiments operating at higher levels of amplifier saturation. 

 

 
 
Fig.9: (a) Experimental layout to characterize MM-EDFA. LD: Laser Diode, PMF: Polarization Maintaining Fibre, MS: 

Mode Stripper (LP11), TMF: Two Moded Fibre, LPG: Long Period Grating, HWP: Half Wave Plate, PBS: Polarization 

Beam Splitter, PC: Polarization Controller, DM: Dichroic Mirror, TM-EDF: Two Moded Erbium Doped Fibre, (b) FRIPs 

and the corresponding signal gain profiles for (b) step-index and (c) optimized erbium doped fibres. 

  

In year 3, a FMF EDFA supporting 4 mode groups (12 spatial and polarization modes) was 

demonstrated providing low differential modal gains (<2 dB) and reconfigurable mode dependent 

gain by using bi-directional, mode-selective pumping (see Fig.10a). The amplifier provides 

>20dB gain for all spatial modes and a gain flatness of <4.0dB across the full C-band. Portable 

lab units were constructed and were successfully used in partner transmission experiments. On-

going collaboration and technology transfer from ORC to Phoenix Photonics has resulted in the 

launch of a prototype FMF-EDFA product, which has been marketed at ECOC 2014 and 

demonstrated at OFC 2015.  

 

 
 

Fig. 10. (a) Schematic diagram of the 6-moded erbium doped fibre amplifier (6M-EDFA) gain tailored by bi-directional 

pumping configuration. BS: non-polarizing beam splitter, DM: dichroic mirror, 6MF: passive 6-moded fibre, 6M-EDF: 6-

(b) (c)

(a)
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moded erbium doped fibre, f1 and f2: lens with focal length of 4.5 and 125mm, (b) mode dependent gain as a function of 
operating wavelength for a fixed input signal power of -10dBm pump power of 25.3dBm, (c) schematic diagram of cladding 

pumped 6M-EDFA and the corresponding gain and noise figure vs wavelength for an input signal power of -7.5dBm per 

mode. 

 

In year 4, we have demonstrated for the first time a cladding pumped few-mode EDFA 

supporting 4 mode groups (6 spatial modes) (see Fig.10b). A small signal gain of >20dB was 

achieved across the C-band with a differential modal gain of ~3dB amongst the mode groups 

while the average noise figure was measured to be between 6-7dB. The amplifier performance 

could be further improved by optimizing the core dopant distribution and by reducing the core-to-

clad area ratio. We consider this to be an important step in increasing the mode scalability of the 

few-mode EDFA, offering cost-effective and efficient amplification of a large number of spatial 

data channels in a single device. Three portable amplifiers have been built and successfully used 

in joint experiments with Alcatel Lucent in the USA. 

SDM Multiplexers/Demultiplexers 

Significant progress was made designing, fabricating, packaging and demonstrating a number of 

spatial mode multiplexing and demultiplexing (SDM mux/demux) technologies.  

A number of multiplexing options have been investigated, designed and fabricated based on 

mode-selective excitation, multiple-spot and photonic-lantern concepts. Two most popular 

photonic integration platforms: SOI and InP, and newly-emerging femto-second laser-inscribed 

3DW technology are explored for compact SMUXes, which are with small footprints, high 

reliability and suitable for low-cost device packaging. All fibre solutions offer low loss robust 

solutions, the fibre based Photonic lantern is processed utilising manufacturing techniques 

utilised for coupler manufacture and provides a low cost solution. 

Fibre Photonic Lanterns 

The Photonic Lantern couples the power from N-individual single mode fibers (SMFs) to a 

multimode fiber. The performance parameters are optimized when the number of inputs fibers is 

equal to the number of modes. Although originally developed for astronomical applications, the 

lantern is ideal for multiplexing from N-SMF’s to N-mode few mode fibre  (FMF) in space 

division multiplexing (SDM) systems (figure 11). 
 

 

 
Fig. 11 Schematic of photonic lantern in which N-input SMFs are coupled into the modes of an N-mode fiber. 

 

The fibre based Photonic Lantern is an adiabatic taper that provides a low loss transition from the 

input fibers to the modes supported by the waveguide at its output.  In general, the taper output 

FMF does not match that of the system FMF, which will create both insertion loss (IL) and mode 

dependent loss (MDL). Therefore, mode matching is important to optimize the performance from 

SMF’s to system FMF.  

 

The photonic lanterns are fabricated using a gas based fibre tapering rig. This approach, as shown 

by theoretical modeling, provides the lowest loss and lowest MDL combination giving optimum 

 Mux/Demux 

FMF with N-spatial modes 

N-SMF 
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system performance. The set of photographs below (figure 12) shows a typical 3-fiber taper and 

the evolution of the waveguide along the taper from three individual fibers lightly fused to the 

capillary tube to the final fused FMF waveguide in which the three original fibers form the core 

and the capillary tube the cladding of the ‘new’ FMF waveguide. 

 
Fig. 12 Photographs of: Tapered lantern (top) and evolution from left to right along the taper showing the 3 SMF input 

fibers fusing together and eventually forming the core of the ‘new’ FMF taper output. 

 

3- and 6-fibre lanterns have been designed and developed in the project. The above photographs 

show the 3-fiber lantern compatible with dual-mode fiber supporting three linearly polarized 

modes (LP01, LP11a, LP11b). The same fabrication methods are used to produce higher fiber count 

lanterns as shown in the photograph below (figure 13) which is a 6-fiber lantern cross section 

designed for use with 4-mode fiber (LP01, LP11a, LP11b, LP21a, LP21b, LP02). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 13 Photograph of cross section of 6-fiber lantern output compatible with 4-mode fiber 

The refractive index difference between the cladding and core of the lantern is such that the MFD 

does not match that of the modes in the transmission fibre. During the project different methods 

of optimising the match between the lantern and output fibre have been investigated and 

developed. Fig 14 shows the fully packaged all-fibre lantern representing one of the product 

outputs of the project. 
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Figure 14 Photograph of fully packaged 6-fibre photonic lantern; 6 SMF input and 4 mode graded index FMF output 

SOI-based grating coupler 

Edge-coupling by a spot-size convertor (SSC) or lensed fibre, and top-coupling by a grating 

coupler are the dominant approaches for coupling between an SOI-based photonic integrated 

circuit and an SMF. However, it is challenging for the edge-coupling to stack multiple waveguide 

layers together with a small spacing to realize 2D coupling for SDM, especially for coupling into 

an FMF, where 2D patterns need to be positioned in a micrometer accuracy. Top-coupling gives 

more freedom through arranging vertical emitters in 2D. For the purpose of MDM, small grating 

couplers based on SOI are designed for coupling into FMFs without the use of imaging optics. In 

order to create a bipolar field for LP11 mode excitation, two 2D grating couplers are driven in a 

push-pull configuration with opposite phase. To further extend this concept, a full 6-channel 

integrated SMUX is sketched in 15(a), where the centre 2D grating coupler is for launching or 

detecting the LP01 mode. The SMUX connects 6 individual SMFs through one-dimensional 

grating couplers to five 2D grating couplers for FMF coupling. The five small 2D vertical grating 

couplers excite 6 mode channels: the x- and y-polarization of the LP01 and of the degenerate LP11 

modes (LP11a and LP11b). A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the region with 

vertical grating couplers are shown in Fig. 15(b). One integrated SMUX has been packaged with 

an SMF array for 6 SMF ports and wire-bonded to an electronic circuit, see 15(c). 

A short step-index (SI) FMF with a core size of 19.4m is used to test the packaged SMUX. 

16(a) shows the launched mode profiles when adding optical power into each SMF input port 

individually. Voltage is applied to the heater for fine-tuning the phase as launching pure LP11 

modes and no phase tuning is needed for LP01 modes excitation. 16(b) shows the measured 

insertion losses versus wavelength for all 6 channels when the SMUX is used as a mode 

multiplexer. 20dB insertion loss for the LP01 mode is achieved. The insertion loss for an SMF-to-

SMF self-loop involving two 1D grating couplers is plotted as a blue curve in 16(b). It can be 

calculated that the coupling loss from an SMF to a waveguide via the 1D grating coupler is 

around 4dB. Besides on-chip losses, main loss comes from the small vertical grating couplers 

which are with a design of 5 periods. The few period design lowers the light diffraction efficiency 

of the grating and thus induces a quite high loss. Due to the limited space, the large spacing 

between the pairs of grating couplers causes more loss for LP11 mode excitation than the LP01 

mode excited by the single grating coupler at the centre. By employing the proposed SOI SMUX, 

3.072Tb/s (6 spatial and polarization modes4 WDM128Gb/s 16QAM) transmission over 

30km 3-mode FMF was achieved. 
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Fig. 15 (a) Circuit schematics, (b) SEM image of the region of five grating couplers, (c) image of the packaged SOI-based 

SMUX. 

 

Fig. 16 (a) Excited mode profiles for all spatial modes in two polarizations and (b) insertion loss for LP01 and LP11 modes 

versus wavelength. 

InP-based 45o vertical mirror 

45o vertical mirror based on total internal reflection (TIL) of the surface between a high-index 

waveguide and air is introduced as a vertical emitter for 2D top-coupling, which is suitable for 

InP platform. Vertical mirror has a wider bandwidth than the SOI-based grating coupler, which is 

wavelength dependent due to its periodic structure. The schematic of the 45o mirror is shown in 

17(a). TIR happens at the slanted boundary of air and high-index waveguide. InP-based Paradigm 

platform is chosen due to its high availability of both active and passive building blocks. To 

deduce the loss from Fresnel diffraction at the top, anti-reflection (AR) layer can be coated. The 

mirror fabrication is done through focused Ion beam (FIB) etching. The SEM image of a 45o 

vertical mirror fabricated on an InP waveguide with a width of 4µm is shown in 17(b). It is 

measured that coupling loss from the vertical mirror to an SMF is less than 9dB including 1.5dB 

loss from the Fresnel reflection without the usage of AR coating. 
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Fig. 17 (a) Schematic of the 45o vertical mirror; (b) SEM image of a 45o mirror etched on an InP waveguide 

Fig. 18(a) shows the microscope image of a mode-selective excitation SMUX based on InP for 

LP01 and LP11 modes. The layout of 5 spots is realized in the SMUX, where vertical mirrors 

replace the grating couplers for top-coupling. One mirror located at the centre is for launching or 

detecting LP01 modes. Four mirrors in an outer ring with a radius around 6.8µm are for LP11 

modes (LP11a and LP11b) selective excitation. For LP11 mode channel, light is split by a multi-

mode interferometer (MMI) based 12 splitter. The thermo-optic effect based phase tuner is 

applied to fine-tune the phase change in one waveguide arm to create the  phase difference for 

push-pull output. Deeply-etched waveguides with a width of 2µm and etch depth of 1.7µm are 

used for the mirrors. The mirror machining is done with two fabrication steps: a raw round scan 

and a fine line scan. It takes 3 minutes for the 1st round scan etching with an acceleration voltage 

of 30kV and a beam current of 26pA and 4 minutes for the final line scan etching with 9pA. For 

an SI-FMF with a core diameter of 19.3µm, 4% and 7% CE is achieved by simulations for LP01 

and LP11 modes, respectively, which results in 3dB MDL and 12 dB CIL. Atoms redeposition on 

the centre waveguide can be observed from the comparison of 18(b) and 18(c), which is normal 

in the FIB nanofabrication process. An SEM image of the region with the 5 fabricated mirrors is 

shown in 18(d). 

 

Fig. 18 (a) Microscope image of an InP-based SMUX circuit; SEM images of the 5-spot region (b) before and (c)-(d) after 

mirror machining. 

High-order modes excitation 

This section scales up the mode-selective excitation solution to support four LP modes: LP01, 

LP11, LP21 and LP02. In the view of spatial modes, there are in total 6 spatial modes which each 

can have two polarization states, translating into 12 transmission channels.  
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Fig. 19 The arrangement of 9 spots for selectively exciting each spatial mode. 

Fig. 19 illustrates the arrangement of 9 spots for selectively exciting each spatial mode. R is the 

radius of an SI-FMF, guiding 6 spatial modes. All spots have a radius of r and 8 spots are 

uniformly distributed along a circle with a radius of s. The push-pull scheme is further developed 

to support LP11 modes, see Fig. 19(b) and (c) and LP21 modes, see Fig. 1919(d) and (e). Unlike the 

6-spot arrangement used by a spot-based SMUX, by using more spots, a high mode extinction 

ratio is achieved at the same time with excellent mode CE. Due to the circular symmetry of LP01 

and LP02 modes, large mode coupling happens with improper launching conditions. Through 

properly positioning the spots and allocating different intensities and phases to the centre spot and 

outer 8 spots, see Fig. 19(a) and (f), the mode profiles of LP01 and LP02 can be nicely matched. In 

LP01 launch condition, the simulated CE for LP01 and LP02 mode is shown in Fig. 20, with =0.28 

and variation  and 1, where =r/R, =s/R. 1 is defined as the ratio of the intensity of each spot 

arranged in the outer ring and that of the centre one. As =0.6 and 1 is around 0.4, >60% LP01 

mode CE is achieved and meanwhile no crosstalk to LP02 mode. In LP02 launch condition as 

shown in Fig. 19(f), >60% CE can also be achieved with =0.6 and 2=0.2, see Fig. 21. Fig. 22(a) 

and (b) show the CE for LP11a and LP21a mode with corresponding launch condition, respectively, 

where all the spots share the same intensity but are with different phases. It can be seen that as 

=0.6 and =0.28, four LP modes can be selectively excited with around 60% CE, which means 

less than 2.3dB coupling loss and no mode crosstalk to the other modes in theory due to the mode 

orthogonality. 

For simultaneously exciting all modes, optical splitters, phase shifters and combiners are needed 

to feed each spot with combined optical signals carrying a proper intensity and phase, as 

illustrated in Fig. 19. To guarantee the high mode extinction ratio, optical fibres or waveguides 

which deliver the light to the spots cannot couple with each other. SOI- and InP-based optical 

waveguides are with a high core-cladding index contrast, which enables negligible waveguide 

crosstalk even in several micrometer gap. Due to the small size of 45o vertical mirrors and 
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premium optical building blocks such as splitters and phase shifters in InP-based platform, InP-

based SMUX with 45o vertical mirrors are potentially able to realize the complex structure as 

shown in Fig 19. 

 
Fig. 20 CE for (a) LP01 and (b) LP02 modes under LP01 launch condition with =0.28 and variation  and 1. 

 

Fig. 21 CE for (a) LP01 and (b) LP02 modes under LP02 launch condition with =0.28 and variation  and 2. 

 
Fig. 22 CE for (a) LP11a and (b) LP21a modes under corresponding launch condition with variation  and . 

Spot-based SMUX 

3-spot SMUX is able to provide efficient mode (de)multiplexing for LP01 and LP11 modes 

through locating 3 launch spots at vertices of an equilateral triangle, as shown in Fig. 23(a). The 

microscope image of a 3-spot SMUX based on InP before mirror etching in FIB post-processing 

is shown in Fig. 23(b). Left part of the circuit consists of five SSCs for edge-coupling with an 

SMF array. The purpose of two extreme channels in a loop is to ensure accurate SMF facet 

alignment. Fig. 23(c) shows the SEM image of the merged waveguide region for 3 vertical 

mirrors. Medium-contrast waveguides with a width of 2µm and etch depth of 0.6µm are used for 

all three waveguides, which behave single-mode. Top view of the 3-spot region with the etched 
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45o mirrors is shown in Fig. 23 23(d). Fig. 2323(e) gives the SEM image for side view with a tilt 

of 52o. To acquire best surface roughness for the mirror surface, an acceleration voltage of 30kV 

and a beam current of 9pA is applied for the 1st round scan etching and the lowest-available beam 

current of 1.5pA is used for the final line scan etching. The three fabricated 45o vertical mirrors 

are positioned in a circle with a radius around 3.75µm. In interaction with a low differential-

group-delay (DGD) 3-mode FMF [30], it is simulated that the 3-spot SMUX can achieve an MDL 

of 0.7dB and CIL of 9.8dB. It should be noticed that Fresnel refraction is not considered on the 

assumption that AR coating or index-matching epoxy is applied. The MDL and CIL can be 

further minimized by optimizing the mode profile of the waveguide for mirror machining, which 

can be realized through modifying waveguide’s layer stack and using adiabatic taper to upscale 

the waveguide width. 

 

Fig. 23 (a) Spots arrangement of a 3-spot SMUX; (b) microscope image of a 3-spot SMUX circuit; SEM images of the 3-spot 

region (c) before and (d)-(e) after mirror machining. 

 

3DW photonic-lantern SMUX 

In order to achieve a compact and lossless mode (de)multiplexing solution, photonic-lantern 

based SMUX that merges N single mode waveguides into a few-mode waveguide that supports N 

spatial modes was proposed and experimentally verified. Femto-second laser-inscribed 3DW 

technology enables inscription of many compact waveguides into a transparent substrate which is 

ideal to build the photonic-lantern SMUX for coupling between an SMF array on a 1-dimensional 

pitch to an FMF with a 2D mode pattern. Fig. 24 (a) and (b) show the spot arrangement and the 

sketch of a 6-core photonic lantern for interacting with a 6-mode FMF. In theory optical building 

blocks such as splitter and arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) can be realized by 3DW 

technology, which makes this technology potentially can be a photonic integration solution 

similar as SOI and InP. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Spot arrangement and (b) sketch for a 6-core photonic lantern for mode multiplexing 

 

In this section, a fully-packaged dual-channel 6-mode SMUX is discussed, which is with two 6-

core photonic-lantern structures. Therefore, mode multiplexing and demultiplexing can be 

realized by a single device. 

 

Fig. 25(a) shows the sketch of the fully-packaged 6-mode device. Two adiabatically up-tapered 6-

mode FMFs with a cladding of 175μm are positioned and assembled in a standard V-groove. 

SMF array, 3DW device and FMF array are glued together using UV curing epoxy. The mode 

profile mismatch between the photonic lantern and FMF is solved by up-tapering FMF. The 

packaged 3DW SMUX has a CIL less than 4dB and an MDL around 3.5dB for each photonic 

lantern. The picture of the fully-packaged 6-mode SMUX is shown in Fig. 25(b). 

 

Fig. 25(a) Sketch and (b) picture of the fully-packaged dual-channel 6-mode SMUX realized by 3DW technology. 

High Density SDM Multiplexers/Demultiplexers  

To support the transmission studies shown above, a customised and compact 3D waveguide 

multiplexer was designed to simultaneously spot-launch all spatial channels into the FM-MCF. 

Accordingly, the waveguides in the mode multiplexers were formed in a 5.3 mm x 10 mm 

borosilicate glass substrate by direct laser writing using focused ultrafast femtosecond laser 

pulses. Borosilicate glass supports an extensive wavelength band, covering all key telecom bands 

ranging from visible light up to 2.2 µm. The inscription technique produces controllable sub-
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surface refractive index modification and allows the required 3D pattern of transparent 

waveguides to be carefully controlled to ±50 nm. the 21 single mode fibres inputs with a 127 µm 

pitch v-groove were attached to waveguides assigned in 7 sets of 3 waveguides and inscribed in a 

hexagonal arrangement of 80 µm diameter to match the core arrangement and structure of the 

FM-MCF. The individual square waveguides have a cross-sectional effective area of 36 µm2, as 

depicted in Fig. 26b, and each set of 3 waveguides was placed in a triangular arrangement. This 

arrangement minimizes insertion losses, whilst equally exciting the LP01 and LP11 degenerate 

modes in each core to minimize mode dependent loss (MDL). The MDL is approximated at 1.5 to 

2 dB, and the insertion loss on average is 1.1 dB across all 21 waveguides (excluding fibre) at 

1550 nm. The waveguides are designed to minimize polarisation dependent loss, and were 

measured to be <0.2 dB, which is incorporated in the MDL approximation. The compact nature 

of the 3D waveguide allows a highly stable butt-coupled interface to the FM-MCF end-facets, 

without requiring additional bulky imaging optics. A 3D waveguide was used as both the spatial 

multiplexer and demultiplexer in this experimental setup. The total end-to-end loss measured 

after transmission is 12 dB (including multiplexer and demultiplexer 3D waveguide), which is in-

line with single core few-mode results. 

 
 

1 2

3 4 5

6 7

 

Fig: 26(a) FM-MC fibre cross section, (b) schematic diagram of the 3D waveguide, where sets of 3 transparent waveguides 

are placed in a triangular arrangement to address respective few mode cores. c, 3D waveguide FM-MCF facet microscope 

image 

. 

2D Silicon or SOI Waveguide Mux Technology 

This integrated mode coupler was fabricated on a Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) platform and is 

intended to support all mode channels in an FMF, which guides LP01, LP11a and LP11b modes, 

with two polarizations in each of them. 2-dimensional (2D) top coupling is realized through 2D 

grating couplers. To selectively excite or detect LP11 a mode, the so called push-pull solution is 

applied which uses a pair of 2D grating couplers, driven in opposite phase. As illustrated in 

Figure 27(a), the input light is split into two arms with equal power, and carefully designed 

waveguides includes a thermo-optic phase tuner to provide the correct 𝜋 phase difference for 

driving the two grating couplers. To further illustrate this concept, a full 6-channel integrated 

mode MUX is sketched in Figure 27(b), where the centre 2D grating coupler is for LP01 mode. 

The mode coupler connects 6 individual SMF ports to the five 2D grating couplers for FMF 

coupling. Figure 27(c) shows an SEM image of the section with the five 2D grating couplers. 

Figure 28 shows a packaged device, including a 3m SI-FMF with a core size of 19.4 m is used 

to couple the output excited mode profiles to add the light into each input port individually with 

proper phase tuning, as shown in Figure 28(b). The integrated mode coupler on SOI was 
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demonstrated as a mode MUX for a 10Gbaud QPSK transmission over 1km FMF. Robust 

transmission with BER<10e-6 was achieved for simultaneous transmission of two modes (LP01 

and LP11 or LP11a and LP11b).  

 

  
Fig 27: (a) and (b) Schematic of SOI mux devices and (c) SEM of output grating couplers. 

  
Fig. 28: (a) fibre inputs and outputs and (b) mode profiles at output grating couplers. 

3D Silica or Glass Waveguide Demux Technology  

A femto-second laser write process was used to prepare 3D waveguides in a glass substrate, 

where the focused laser radiation is used to locally increase the index of refraction of the glass 

substrate. The 3D waveguides were designed in order to launch 3 spots into the FMF. To achieve 

this, the output waveguide pitch was chosen to be 8 microns, and with a 250 micron linear fibre 

pitch at the output, see Figures 29. A fibre array was packaged at the waveguide input, resulting 

in a fully assembled device, see Figures 30. Figure 30 also shows the experiment image of three 

spots prior to launch into FMF. This packaged 3D waveguide was used in a first transmission 

experiment as a mode demultiplexer, demonstrating transmission of MDM 576-Gb/s 8QAM over 

480 km of FMF using an all-FMF component re-circulating loop. 

 

 

Fig 29: (a) and (b) Schematics of 3D demux device and (c) fibre coupling at the demux output. 
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Fig.30: (a) Fully assembled mux device and (b) image showing three spots. 
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Passive components 

A range of passive fibre components were investigated during the project to provide some of the 

basic functions required in few2 mode fibres.  

Mode converters 

Converters coupling power between modes were developed based on inducing periodic coupling 

between the modes using long period gratings (LPG). The concept is to create a small 

perturbations along the fibre which couple a small fraction of power between modes. Multiple 

coupling points with a period matching the beat length between two modes will couple power. 

The conversion between modes is dependent on the number of coupling points and the coupling 

coefficient at each point. Two types of mode converter were developed during the project, both of 

which have been commercialised. 

 

Mechanical 

Fig. 31 shows the final version of the mechanical mode converter which consists of a mechanical 

grating with typically 30 periods, a clamp to apply pressure to the fibre and a method to rotate the 

grating thereby changing the central coupling wavelength. The performance of the converter is 

measured by inputting a broadband spectrum to the LP01 mode of the FMF and filtering only LP01 

at the output. In this way any coupling to a higher order mode is seen as a loss in the spectrum. 

Fig. 32 shows the transmission spectra from 1500 to 1600nm for various angles of the mechanical 

grating. These devices were used throughout the project for mode selection. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31  Mechanical LPG based mode converter, showing fully assembled clamp to the left and grating mounting to the 

right. 
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Fig. 32 Graphs showing tenability of mechanical mode converter (LP01 to LP11) in two mode fibre. The lower loss at the 

extremes is due to the source roll-off, >30dB LP11 isolation is obtained across the band. 

In-fibre 

The in-fibre version of the grating is a stable fixed mode converter. The coupling is created using 

an arc technique to create the coupling points. This device has been fully packaged and 

commercialised. Both types of mode converter have been demonstrated on two mode and four 

mode fibre. Figure 33 shows conversion from LP01 to different modes  (LP11, LP21, LP02) in 4-

mode fibre. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig.33 LP01 to LP11, LP21, LP02 conversion 

 

Mode strippers 

The quality of the output mode from an LPG mode converter is dependent on the purity of the 

LP01 input mode. Mode strippers following the SMF splice enhance the quality to above 30dB. 

 

Mechanical 

Work was undertaken on modal bending loss during the project and it was shown that the LP11 

mode is more highly attenuated than the LP01 in a bend as expects and that the loss of the LP11 

mode depended on the plane of the bend relative to the spatial orientation of the mode. I.e. there 

is a differential attenuation between LP11a and LP11b. Figure 34 shows the mechanical mode 

stripper developed in the project for use with the mode converters. It consists of two orthogonal 

discs around which a few loops of FMF are wound and two clamps to hold the fibre. 

 

 

 
Fig 34. Mechanical mode stripper 

 
In-fibre 

In-fibre mode strippers were also developed by tapering the FMF and surrounding the tapered 

region with high index polymer.  

MIMO Processing 

Frequency Domain Equaliser 

When increasing the number of taps K, the complexity of the Frequency Domain Equalisers 

(FDE) becomes favourable over the Time Domain Equaliser. Therefore, within the work for 

WP5, comparison between the performance of the two equalizers was conducted. The complexity 

of the FDE used in this work is depicted in Fig. 35. By using real-valued inputs and outputs, IQ 

imbalances and skew issues can be compensated . This however comes at the cost of additional 

complexity, but performs optimally even when the input alignment is imperfect. The inputs are 

first converted from serial to parallel (S/P), before splitting the even and odd data samples. 
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Each of the even and odd sample blocks are separately transferred to the frequency domain by an 

FFT of size 𝑁fft. The overlap-save method is used with 50% overlap , therefore 𝑁fft equals K. In 

the frequency domain, the weight and the data are multiplied, before being summed. After 

summation, an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) returns the frequency domain multiplication 

to the time domain. Then, parallel to serial (P/S) conversion is performed before combining the 

real and imaginary outputs. On the combined output carrier phase estimation is performed. The 

feedback path is the same as the TDE. The gradient estimation is a multiplication in the frequency 

domain between the feedback path and the inputs. For the FDE, stable convergence is achieved 

when 𝜇max ≤ |4/(𝑁fft𝜆max)|  . The fixed step size performance for back-to-back and 80 km 

transmission is shown in Fig. 38.  

 

 
 
Fig. 38 

 

Note that, for 80 km transmission, the maximum step size was limited to 2.5·10-4. Through 

OSNR characterization, the adaptive step size equalizer is compared with the static step size. Fig. 

38 depicts the bit error rate between the best performing fixed step size and adaptive step size. In 

terms of BER versus OSNR, note that both equalizers perform the same in the optimal case. 

However, when inspecting the adaptive step size TDE and FDE with respect to the fixed step size 

TDE and FDE convergence performance, a difference is noticed. For the TDE with adaptive step 

size the convergence time is reduced by 75% and 50% for the back-to-back and 80 km 

transmission case, respectively. For the FDE, the convergence time is reduced by 75% and 30% 

for the back-to-back and 80 km transmission case, respectively. The TDE converges to the 

minimum error floor faster, as the maximum step size limit for stable convergence is higher with 

respect to the FDE. The step size limitation of the FDE is caused due to the block processing of 

the FDE. 
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Time Domain Multiplexed SDM Receiver 

Conventionally, 1 dual-polarization (DP) coherent receiver requires a 4-port oscilloscope to 

receive 1 transmitted mode. From a financial perspective, experimental setups are very expensive 

to scale up as each expansion in the number of modes requires an additional coherent receiver 

and a 4-port oscilloscope, costing in the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars. Therefore, 

within MODE-GAP to be able to scale the setup at TU/e to process 3 modes or higher in support 

of emerging few mode fibres, scalable setup is required. Hence, a novel time-domain multiplexed 

SDM receiver for simultaneous reception of modes for experimental setups was developed. This 

receiver can receive >1 mode per DP coherent receiver and corresponding 4-port oscilloscope. In 

addition, we demonstrate that it can be used in combination with the conventional method. Note 

that, with the presented receiver, the costs of transmitting additional modes are in the order of 

tens of thousands of dollars, which is an order of magnitude lower than the conventional method. 

Through this, a far larger number of research groups could work on spatial division multiplexed 

transmission systems, potentially greatly increasing the progress made on SDM systems. 
 

 
Fig. 39 The proposed SDM receiver for experimental setups, and (B) a screen capture of the 40 GS/s oscilloscope showing 

blocks of data representing the two received modes. 

 

Note that the receiver consists of two key sections; Coherent Receiver 1 receives just one mode 

(LP01), and Coherent Receiver 2 acquires 2 modes (LP11a+LP11b). This allows for the 

demonstration of the proposed SDM receiver operating in combination with the conventional 

method. For optical MIMO systems, it is mandatory that the received modes are aligned in time 

at the input of the MIMO DSP. Obviously, at the output of the mode demultiplexer, the signals 

aligned. In between the mode demultiplexer and the input of the MIMO equalizer, the timing 

alignment can be rearranged. By using optical delay lines shown in Fig. 39a, and digital re-

aligning, we can satisfy both conditions. 

 
To receive >1 mode per coherent receiver, we use a time-domain multiplexing technique based 

on acoustic optical modulator (AOM) switches. It may be possible to use semiconductor optical 

amplifier (SOA) based switches which can be gated to perform a similar function. Note that, by 

simultaneously switching AOM1 and AOM2 on and off, we align the LP11a and LP11b mode at the 

demultiplexer’s output. When in active state, the AOMs are driven by a 27MHz sinusoidal RF 

signal. This gives a 27MHz frequency offset. The length of the optical fibre delay line determines 

the time duration of a single capture. For the LP11b mode, a 2.45 km single mode optical fibre 

delay is used. This corresponds to a capture window of approximately 11 µs. To equalize the 

received power between both modes, a variable optical attenuator (VOA) is used for the LP11a 

arm. After recombining both arms, the signal is amplified before being received by Coherent 

Receiver 2. The resulting oscilloscope output is shown in Fig. 39b. 

In the local oscillator (LO) path of Fig 39, the setup for the LP11a and LP11b signal section is 

replicated. Note that different lasers are used as local oscillator and transmitter laser, where the 
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LO is an external cavity laser (ECL) with a linewidth of approximately 100 kHz. It is critical to 

align the LO phase such that LP11a and LP11b beat with the LO, well within its coherence length. 

The 2.45 km delay fibres were measured to be within 2 meters difference of each other using 

delay estimation by channel state estimation. Due to AOM3 and AOM4, the LO frequency shifts 

by the same 27MHz frequency as the incoming signal. Hence, the impact of the frequency-offset 

is minimized. The two coherent receivers are connected to two oscilloscopes, which act as 

analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Firstly, as both oscilloscopes are using a different sampling 

rate, each digitized input is up sampled to 56 GS/s. Fig. 39b depicts the captured output of 

Coherent Receiver 2 with two data blocks representing both LP11 modes. Before offline post 

processing, the modes are digitally re-aligned in time. The proposed SDM receiver performance 

is evaluated in a transmission system as described in section 2. 

 
Using only two coherent receivers and corresponding oscilloscopes, a successful simultaneous 

transmission of three modes was demonstrated for 28GBaud DP-QPSK, DP-8QAM, DP-

16QAM, and DP-32QAM, yielding a total gross bit rate of 336 Gb/s, 504 Gb/s, 672 Gb/s, and 

840 Gb/s, respectively. The system performance through OSNR characterization confirms robust 

performance with respect to the conventional methods.  

Single Mode Low-latency Transmission 

As previously described PBGFs were developed both for transmission at 1550nm and 2000nm 

for use within the project, with a focus on fibres at 1550nm in the early stage of the research due 

to the greater array of diagnostics available at that wavelength. As part of the fibre development 

we conducted initial rudimentary transmission experiments at ORC to establish the viability of 

data transmission in PBGFs, nevertheless these initial PBGF experiments provided first 

demonstrations of key fibre attributes and their suitability for important transmission applications. 

In particular in year 2 of the project we provided the first demonstration of low-latency data 

transmission, both in single channel and WDM experiments, proving the expected latency benefit 

of 1.54µs/km and that high capacity single-mode transmission in these novel, multi-mode fibres, 

was indeed possible (this was not obvious at the project outset).  

 

 

Figure 40| Time of flight characterisation of PBGF with a central launch. a, Launch with an optimised central coupling and 

spatial filtering at the output, achieving >30 dB extinction relative to any high-order mode. b, First ever latency 

measurement in a HC-PBGF. 

 

In addition, experiments proving the radiation hardness of the fibres were undertaken with 

CERN, demonstrating that their transmission properties were not substantially affected even after 

exposure to massive amounts of ionizing radiation, and we undertook high power pulse 
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transmission experiments showing that the nonlinearity was at least a thousandth that of 

conventional solid fibres. After these initial proof-of-principle experiments additional single-

mode PBGF transmission work was undertaken at other project partner sites.  

2 micron band development 

Systems experiments 

Within a short period of time, the MODE-GAP partners were able to develop components and 

subsystems to enable the first telecom transmission demonstrations at the new waveband around 

2 m. This includes the first WDM system at 2m, the first WDM transmission over hollow-core 

photonic bandgap fibres, and the first Dense WDM transmission over HC-PBGF. 

WDM at 2m 

The first trial back in 2012 had shown the 1st implementation of a WDM subsystem at the 2m 

wavelength window with mixed formats. Three wavelength channels were directly modulated 

with BPSK Fast-OFDM at 5Gbit/s per channel, with a fourth channel NRZ-OOK externally 

modulated at 8.5Gbit/s giving a total capacity in excess of 20 Gbit/s. In the experiment, we show 

he first direct implementation of a WDM subsystem at 2µm, using InGaAs/InP directly 

modulated lasers, LiNbO3 external modulators, fibre couplers, Tm3+ doped optical fibre 

amplifiers, fibre Bragg gratings and high speed photodiodes. The WDM signal was transmitted 

over 50m of commercially available solid core single mode optical fibre with virtually no power 

penalty. These results indicate the potential for longer reaches using low loss hollow core PBGF. 

 
Fig. 41: BER performance against received power before the high speed detector for back-to-back (open symbols) and over 

50m of solid core single mode fibre (closed symbols), for directly modulated channels at 1997.27nm (squares), 2004.8nm 

(triangles) and 2004.2nm (circles), and (b) externally modulated at 2002.2nm. 

CWDM at 2m 

The testbed was then upgraded in order to allow more wavelengths to be added, and higher data 

rates to be applied. Course WDM was then implemented and demonstrated in 2014, with a total 

data rate of 81 Gbit/s WDM, and transmitted over 1.15km low-loss HC-PBGF for the first time. 

This was achieved by using a newer generation of laser sources, a higher speed photodetector, 

and by improving the fibre fabrication; with loss reduction to 2.5dB/km at ~2.1µm.  
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Fig.42: CWDM experimental setup. 

DWDM 

Further improvements to the testbed were required in order to perform similar trends than 1.5m, 

and moving from a course WDM scenario to dense WDM. DWDM was enabled by the use of an 

arrayed waveguide grating (AWGr) at the receiver, developed in WP3, 4 and 6. Higher baud rates 

than the previous results from the CWDM were also achieved by utilizing external modulation 

alone, totalling 20Gbit/s per channel (8 x 20 Gbit/s at 100GHz spacing - 160 Gbit/s total 

capacity). In this case, the 8 channels, separated by 100GHz, were passively combined and 

encoded with 4-ASK Fast-OFDM at 20Gbit/s per channel, and transmitted over 1.15km of HC-

PBGF with a total loss of ~9dB at 2m. 

 

 
Fig.43: (left) selected channel at the receiver, filtered with AWGr and bandpass filter; (right) constellation diagrams for a 

4ASK Fast-OFDM coded channel at back-to-back (up) and after transmission (down) CWDM experimental setup. 

Transmitters& receivers  

Active Components. 

Tremendous progress has been made in the development of transmitters/receiver components 

required to generate and detect coherent signals and perform all of these operations at the new 

required wavelength > 1.7 µm, matching the loss minima of the photonic bandgap fibre has been 

made over the past 4 years. Within Mode-Gap we developed the components to allow the system. 

A summary of the key results will be outlined here. 

2m Single Mode Lasers. 

Eblana discrete mode technology has been used to demonstrate single frequency lasers with high 

side mode suppression ratios spanning a wide wavelength range from 1.75 to 2.1um by using the 

appropriate InGaAs quantum well composition and thicknesses. Achieving directly modulated 

high bandwidth operation of these lasers is challenging due to the long device length typically 

required for reduced mirror loss. Small signal bandwidths of 5-7 GHz have nevertheless been 

achieved and 2 m and data transmission at 10 Gbps demonstrated (Fig. 44 (b)). 
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

Fig. 44 (a) Overlapped single frequency spectra of different discrete mode lasers based on InGaAs quantum wells spanning 

1.7 m to 2.1 m (b) Overlapped S21 curves as a function of bias current, measured at 25°C. Inset Back-to-back eye 

diagrams measured under direct modulation. 

2m AWG’S and Optical Hybrids 

A range of necessary functional passive components were also developed during the MODE-

GAP project in WP3 to complement the active components. The first Arrayed Waveguide 

Grating (AWG) operating at 2m was developed at Tyndall in the InP material system and was 

used as the multiplexer/demultiplexer for the transmitter/receiver and deployed in a number of the 

system demonstrations. In order to multiplex up to 16 wavelength channels on a 50GHz grid two 

AWGs each with 10 channels and spacing of 100 GHz was interleaved. The first devices with 

100GHz channel spacing had an excess loss of ~3dB and side mode crosstalk of >13dB shown in 

Fig. 45. 

 

       

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 45 (a) Optical microscope image of back-to-back AWGs. (b) Output Spectra from 10 channels of the AWG normalized 

to a straight waveguide (right) 

A 2×4 multimode interference (MMI) 90° optical hybrid was developed in the InP material 

system as it was required for the balanced photodiodes. The optimum 90° optical hybrid was 

found for a MMI width of 32 μm in order to facilitate the input and output channels with an equal 

centre-to-centre spacing of 8 μm, the optimum MMI length of 1644 m where a common mode 

rejection ratio (CMRR) was > 15.6 dB, an excess loss of 2.2 dB and a phase deviation from 

quadrature condition of around ±10° was obtained.   
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Fig. 46 Transmission spectra for different output ports of 90 optical hybrid. 

2m Modulators 

Implementation of advanced modulation formats at 2 m requires Mach-Zehnder structures based 

on a fast electro-optic effect. The first quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) based Mach–

Zehnder modulator (MZM) operating around 2000 nm has been achieved in the MODE-GAP 

project. The polarization sensitive modulators consisted of 15 compressively strained quantum 

wells and achieved a bandwidth of 10 GHz, with an extinction ratio of 9 dB, and a VL ~ 9.6 

Vmm. We demonstrated 10 Gbps back-to-back communication around 2000 nm using the lasers 

and amplifiers developed in the project as shown in Fig4 inset. 

 

 
 

 

Fig.47 (a): Optical transmission characteristics of modulator as the function of DC voltage supplied to one arm of the 

interferometer. (b): Dual-electrode operation of modulator:  Inset Measured EO response of 2 mm TWE MZM at a bias 

voltage of 6.74 V. Inset: Measured eye diagram at 10 Gbps for 27-1 PRBS signal 

2m Detectors 

High speed > 10GHz surface normal photodetectors were developed in the project. The epitaxial 

structure consists of a 500 nm thick InGaAs graded buffer layer to controllably relax the lattice 

constant from that of the InP substrate to that of In0.7Ga0.3As. This is achieved by grading to 

In0.8Ga0.2As due to residual strain. The absorbing layer was a 2000 nm thick layer of undoped 

In0.7Ga0.3As. The absorber was clad by p- and n- type In0.7(Al0.2Ga0.8)0.3As which has a bandgap 

g of 1840 nm. This reduces surface recombination but limits the photoresponse to shorter 

wavelength. Mesa diodes with diameters between 20 and 60 m were fabricated, passivated and 

antireflection (AR) coated. The measured polarization independent responsivity at 2 m for the 

high speed photodiode was 0.94 A/W. The leakage current was as low as 2 μA at -5V for a 50 m 

diameter device (0.1 A/cm2). As the capacitance was < 0.3pF the measured device bandwidth was 

> 10 GHz and transmission at 15 Gbps at 2 m is demonstrated (Fig. 48). 
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Fig. 48.Small signal frequency response of 2 m surface normal photodiode at a bias of -7 V and (inset) eye diagram at 15 

Gbps. 

 

Fibre Amplifiers at 2000nm 

After an initial survey of options we decided to focus on Tm-doped silica based amplifiers 

(TDFAs) for amplification at 2μm. In year 1, we undertook an initial review of doping, glass host 

and pump scheme options and concluded that Tm-doped aluminosilicate fibre pumped in-band by 

a 1.55-1.65μm pump source offered the best prospect in terms of reliability, high signal gain, 

wide gain bandwidth and low noise. An experimental setup was constructed to measure the basic 

spectroscopic properties of in-house fabricated Tm-doped active fibre. 

 

A prototype single-mode amplifier using commercially available Tm-doped active fibre from 

OFS was built and characterised. More than 20dB gain spanning over 110nm (1910nm to 

2020nm) was demonstrated with a noise figure in the region of 5dB (see fig.49). 

 

 
 

Fig. 49. Schematic of the experimental setup. TLS: tunable laser source. NDF: neutral density filter. L: lens. WDM: 

wavelength division multiplexer. Performances of TDFA-C and TDFA-L at 31dBm pump power (b) noise figure and gain; 

the solid lines represent TDFA-L, whereas the dotted lines show TDFA-C performance, (c) Output spectra and noise figure 

when amplifiers were seeded by -10 dBm signal. 
 

In year 2, portable devices built using commercial OFS fibre were constructed for use in the 

partner transmission experiments (see above). Small signal gains of ~30dB and NFs <6dB were 

achieved over >100nm bandwidth. 

 

In year 3, we demonstrated a wideband thulium doped fibre amplifier (TDFA) operating in the 2 

µm region in-band pumped by a commercially available semiconductor laser diode at 1550 nm. 

By sourcing optimized passive optical components and combining the different gain curves 

shown in Fig. 50b, we were able to demonstrate that the TDFA represents a high performance 

amplifier for the 1750-2020 nm window, providing over 20 dB gain and a NF as low as 5 dB. 

This represented a significant advancement in terms of compactness, robustness, controllability 

and power consumption of high performance TDFAs compared to earlier fibre-laser-pumped 

systems. Again portable amplifiers were built and successfully used in a range of experiments at 

partner sites, demonstrating both coarse and DWDM transmission around 2000nm (as described 

above). In addition, we have used the amplifiers in various high power thulium doped fibre laser 

experiments based on the master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) concept. Peak powers in 
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excess of 100kW for ps pulses have been demonstrated, along with shaped nanosecond pulse 

generation for applications in industrial materials processing.   

 

 
Fig. 50. (a) Experimental setup. TLS: tunable laser source; ISO: isolator; LD: laser diode; WDM: wavelength division 

multiplexer; TDF: thulium-doped fibre, (b) Small-signal (-20 dBm) gain and noise figure (NF) of the TDFA 

incorporating different lengths of fibres and (c) Small-signal (-20 dBm) gain and noise figure (NF) of the TDFA 

incorporating different lengths of fibres and different cavity architectures. 

 
In year 4, we have further extended the gain of the thulium doped fibre amplifier (TDFA) at the 

shorter wavelength edge of the thulium emission band in an attempt to bridge the gap between the 

EDFA and TDFA. In fact, this is the first demonstration of a silica-based TDFA operating in the 

1.65 – 1.7µm waveband and that was previously inaccessible with any kind of silica-based rare-

earth doped fibre amplifier. A 15dB gain bandwidth of 5.3THz was achieved which is 

comparable with the 4.4 THz bandwidth of the conventional C-band. Overall, we have 

demonstrated TDFAs with gain bandwidth spanning from 1650nm-2050nm (400nm in total) by 

using different lengths of fibres and different cavity architectures. Using the 20dB small signal 

gain as a benchmark, we have successfully demonstrated silica-based TDFAs operating from 

1675nm-2025nm or 350nm, which is a factor of 2 wider than the combined S, C and L band 

EDFAs. In our most recent experiments we have demonstrated further extension of silica based 

amplifier technology to 2150nm using holmium as a dopant and the realisation of a cladding 

pumped FM-TDFA for MDM applications. 

Passive components 

Fibre Couplers  

Fibre fusion rig was developed to enable the fabrication of fused couplers for mode multiplexing 

and for 2000nm single mode power splitting. The single mode couplers were developed initially 

at 1550nm and then progressing to 2000nm using OFS 2um SM fibre. The process is has on-line 

monitoring to record the power output from the two fibre, fig. 51  shows the evolution of the 

power in each of the fibres and the final stop point giving 50/50 coupling at 2000nm. The figure 

also shows a packaged version of the coupler that can be used in system experiments. 
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Fig. 51 Graph of power output evolution during fabrication of 2000nm coupler, the processed stopped at 50/50 split (left) 

and a packaged coupler for use in the project. 

 

 
Couplers were cascaded to produce 2x4 splitters for the 2000nm WDM systems work, 50/50 

couplers were fabricated and 90/10 tap couplers.  

Additional 2000nm fibre components 

 
Using the manufacturing techniques developed for 1550nm components several other 

components were fabricated and available to the project. 

 

 Polarizers 

 Electronically address polarization controller 

 Random polarization scrambler 

 Variable phase shifter. 
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4.1.3 Potential impact  

Introduction 

The work within MODE-GAP was clearly targeted at addressing the issues involved in securing 

technologies to ensure continued increase in information transmission demand can be 

accommodated for future society. The potential impact of the project is huge and was part of the 

basis for the project to be undertaken. At project end that potential has not diminished and the 

project has contributed significantly to the growing field of SDM addressing this issue. The 

MODE-GAP consortium has been conscientious in ensuring maximum dissemination of the 

results of the work through various mechanisms to a range of stakeholders, including: researchers 

within the field, operators, decision makers and the public at large. Results are continuing to be 

exploited in the form of both products and further R&D activity. MODE-GAP has employed 

many staff and students during its lifetime and a legacy of secured employment. Training of next 

generation researchers has also been a key element and dissemination to potential future scientists 

and engineers. 

Socio- economic Impact 

Optical communications has transformed the world, improving the interactivity, connectedness 

and well-being of most European citizens. As a society we have grown to be more and more 

dependent on electronic hardware to provide information, with that information requirement 

growing 40% by the year. The prospects of a possible bandwidth crunch in 5 years’ time if we 

fail to develop the radical new technology needed to keep up with society’s continued demand for 

more communication capacity is unthinkable and would impact us all in both our personal and 

professional lives. The MODE-GAP project has gone a long way to establishing a firm basis for 

continued improvement in communications bandwidth over existing technology. Without this 

type of breakthrough the internet of the future will be severely compromised to the detriment of 

us all. 

 

Health and safety 

Much of the technology developed within the project has parallel applications in sensing and the 

development of new lasers has proved useful in the field of health and safety. For example, 2 

micron lasers and amplifiers provide the ideal technology for pumping nonlinear crystals and 

fibres to generate mid-IR radiation. Most gases and chemicals have characteristic absorption 

“finger-prints” in this spectral range and the development of a robust 2 micron single wavelength 

laser source technology has been key to unlocking this potential to the benefit of the medical, 

environmental monitoring and HSE community amongst many others. The ORC in now working 

with others on cancer detection through breath analysis using this approach in conjunction with 

gas cells formed in HC-PBGFs. 

 

Employment 

MODE-GAP represents a radical departure in communications systems. Using the combination 

of MM-PBGF, longer wavelength operation, SDM technology and electronic signal processing, 

the MODE-GAP project has provided Europe with the lead in this important and rapidly growing 

area. This can directly translate into jobs not only in communications systems and components 

but also in industries serving parallel applications and markets. 

 

Environment 

The MODE-GAP technologies enable increased efficiencies through more optical processing and 

very high spectral densities which lead to lower power consumption at both system and 

component levels. The MIMO approach is inherently green since the use of multiple channels in 

the same fibre to achieve a certain capacity is far more energy efficient than running a multiple 

number of single channel fibre systems. The increased information throughput possible should 
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substantially reduce the need for business travel. Environmental monitoring opportunities, 

exploiting the laser sources and fibres developed within the project,  are a parallel benefit. 

 

Public Awareness of the work of MODE-GAP 

There is social impact of the research work through dissemination activities, discussed later in 

this section. Prof. Ellis’ presentation to the House of Lords, Coriant’s achievement in the 

Guinness Book of Records are examples that raise public awareness of the challenges facing 

optical communications and the efforts being made within Europe to innovate and meet future 

requirements.  

 

European dimension 

MODE-GAP has utilised the skills of a diverse and varied but cohesive group of researchers 

within Europe to solve the issue of guaranteeing next generation information network capacities. 

Its legacy will contribute to the implementation and evolution of EU policies such as the Lisbon 

Agenda contributing to smarter working and improvement of European social and economic 

cohesion through the provision of universal broadband connectivity. MODE-GAP has provided 

not only European leadership but a global one in the field of SDM transmission networks.  

 

MODE-GAP has provided an excellent training channel for the researchers (both academic and 

industrial at all levels), program managers and related staff, and has raised the level of 

understanding in its many associated fields. Contacts made across different experience levels, 

varied European backgrounds and fields of expertise have contributed to the professional 

development of those involved which provides to Europe a key advantage in these competitive 

industrial and academic fields. This collaboration work has served to bring the partner institutions 

and companies together which has allowed them to form a greater collective understanding of 

their respective capabilities, laying the foundations for future high quality research programs that 

are anticipated to build on the key elements of the work done to date.  

 

Individual partner impacts 

PHOENIX PHOTONICS has utilised its technology base developed for fibre polarization control 

to implement fibre mode control. In addition the technology base has been expanded and enabled 

a range of new products to be developed. 

 

At UNIVERSITY COLLEGE CORK the development of new capabilities in growth, device 

processing, packaging and systems development has contributed to a broadened expertise and 

platform for embarking on a wider range of new project areas. 

 

The UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON (ORC) has cemented its reputation as a world leader, 

not only in photonic crystal fibre technology development but also in amplifier and systems 

demonstrations. The ORC research groups have been keen to use these developed technologies in 

other parallel projects as well as to exploit areas where they can be commercialised. They have 

established new collaboration with leading academic and industrial organisations across the world 

as a result of the technologies they have developed within MODE-GAP. 

 

At Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TUE), the MODE-GAP work has been a significant step 

in its research work on SDM which it broke the ground on in 2002. Expertise and patents in ultra-

high speed networks have grown and PhD students graduated through MODE-GAP-related 

research work have gone on to varied roles within Europe and the US (e.g. Bell Labs). 

 

For OFS the fibres developed in MODE-GAP have reinforced OFS’ position as a world class 

supplier of high performance transmission fibres and doped fibres for amplifiers and lasers.  
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At EBLANA PHOTONICS the development of transmission lasers at longer wavelengths than 

used in traditional communications has allowed parallel commercial engagement with a wide 

variety of markets such as sensing, environmental monitoring and pulsed seed lasers. The new 

lasers offer a low cost platform for future high capacity networks. 

 

For Coriant Networks the successful demonstration of the long-haul transmission technology 

developed within MODE-GAP has helped to define Coriant’s roadmap towards future-proof 

networks and systems enabling extremely high bandwidth. This has further strengthened the 

position of Coriant as a world class supplier of high-performance transmission systems by 

improving Coriant’s competitiveness in a highly dynamic industry that is continuously in search 

of future-proof technologies.  

 

The ESPCI have built on their long tradition of developing optics based characterization 

techniques at extremely high resolution. The MODE-GAP project has given them the opportunity 

to transfer this savoir-faire to the telecommunication field and has offered new insights to glass 

technology. 

 

Dissemination activities 
 

Dissemination and exploitation activities together with management of intellectual property were 

considered of very high importance in the proposed project. Therefore, a separate work package was 

devoted to this, the workpackage leader was also exploitation manager with a direct responsibility for 

exploitation planning. The aim of the dissemination strategy has been to interact with as many related 

parties as possible, covering different groups such as end users, industrial manufacturers, the wider 

academic society, and the European public as a whole.  

Within the framework of the project special attention was paid to the dissemination of the project 

findings, output and results as well as any other relevant information. The dissemination of the project 

results were of great importance, as it assisted in generating a broader interest around the areas of 

work and the relevant conclusions and assisted the wider scientific community to understand the 

issues associated with the implementation of multimode core network technologies.  

Several mechanisms were adopted by the consortium to fully disseminate the project work. 

PR Company 

Personnel representing each of the partners are experts in their field and provide the project 

with excellent technical strength to meet the challenges the technology poses. Interacting 

with the broader public and explaining the technology and benefits requires a different 

expertise. MODE-GAP brought the expertise on-board by sub-contracting a professional 

organisation to undertake PR activities. 

 

The company, Proactive PR undertook the following: 

 Acting as MODE-GAP press office. 

 Assisting in upgrading the website and providing regular interesting content based on 

partner discussions. 

 Creating videos explaining the technology and interviewing key project members. 

 Issuing and distributing press releases. 

 

Target groups for the dissemination campaign can be broadly split as follows: 

 General public, the end user, with an interest in future progression and capability of 

broadband capacity. 
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 Decision makers concerned with the implementation of future networks considering the 

cost and energy impacts. 

 Operators who will need to specify the systems. 

 Equipment manufacturers (sub-system and system) who will supply the networks 

 Test & Measurement instrumentation manufacturers who develop the test systems. 

Website:  www.modegap.eu  

The website has played a dual role, it operates as a window for the project and provides 

background project information and contact relating to the project and to the individual 

partners in the project, and as a repository for information generated throughout the project.  

 

The website consists of two main sections. A) The public section is dedicated to published 

work, general information, and news related to the project. B) The secure section contains all 

project confidential information to facilitate good information dissemination between project 

partners.   

 

The website contains public information including a series of public deliverables which were 

regularly updated and describe all aspects of the work undertaken, and video interviews with 

project partners. 

Technical meetings 

The consortium members are key experts in their relative fields and are an integral part of the 

technical community actively participated in conferences, workshops and EU organised 

events such as technical briefings and concertation meetings representing the project and 

presenting work relevant to the project.  

 

All partners within the consortium attend technical conferences and/or trade shows 

throughout the year with representatives at the following: 

 

 ECOC  

 OFC  

 SPIE Photonics West 

 CLEO  

 IEEE Summer Topicals (Symposium on SDM) 

 OECC  

 ICTON  

 IPRM  

 Frontiers in Optics  

 IPC  

 Asia Communications and Photonics Conference (ACP) 

Technical publications 

The philosophy within the project was to publish technical work as widely as possible and to 

reach as broad a technical audience as possible. These publications represent the publishable 

results from the project, described in more detail in the confidential deliverables. This 

enabled the project to control the published material to maintain a technical lead in this very 

competitive arena whilst ensuring IP protection was obtained to ensure full future 

exploitation to the benefit of European industry. 

 

http://www.modegap.eu/
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MODE-GAP partners have presented work at conferences and published in technical 

journals. The project has published over 240 technical papers during the project lifetime and 

work undertaken within the project will be further reported beyond completion. The full list 

of publications and submissions is provided in Section 4.2.  

 

There have been many key papers of note reflecting the overall contribution the project has 

made to the field. 

 

 

Key papers of note: 

 

Plenaries and Tutorials 

 D.J.Richardson, Unleashing the Spatial Domain in Optical Fibre Communications, IEEE 

Summer Topicals 2013 - Space Division Multiplexing for Optical Systems and Networks 

Waikoloa, Hawaii 8-10 Jul 2013 (Plenary). 

 D.J. Richardson , N. V. Wheeler, N. K. Baddela, J.R. Hayes, Y. Chen, E. N. Fokoua,  

S.R. Sandoghchi, D. Gray, J.P. Wooler, Y. Jung , S. Alam; V. Sleiffer; M. Kuschnerov, 

M. N. Petrovich, F. Poletti Advances in Photonic Bandgap Fibre Technology for Optical 

Communications, EXAT Symposium 2013, Hokkaido, Japan 7/8 Nov 2013 (Plenary). 

(Plenary to Japanese SDM Community) 

 D.J. Richardson, “The World Wide Web of Glass: The Past, Present and Future of Fibre 

Optics,” Topical Workshop on Electronics for Particle Physics-12, Oxford, 16th–19th 

Sept 2012 (Plenary) (Opportunity to disseminate results to High Energy Physics 

Community) 

 D.J. Richardson, “Ultrahigh Capacity Transmission Fibres for Telecommunications,”  

 Asia Communications and Photonics Conference (ACP), Guazhong, China 7-10 Nov, 

2012. (Tutorial).  

 D.J. Richardson, “Multi-mode and Multi-core EDFAs for Spatial-Division Multiplexing,” 

OFC 2013, Anaheim, 17-21 March 2013, OTu3G.1 (Tutorial) 

 

Post Deadline Papers 

 

 V.A.J.M .Sleiffer, H.Chen, Y.Jung, M.Kuschnerov, D.J.Richardson, S.U.Alam, Y.Sun, 

L.Grüner-Nielsen, N.Pavarelli, B.Snyder, P.O.Brien, A.D.Ellis, A.M.J.Koonen, H.de 

Waardt  (2013)480km Transmission of MDM 576-Gb/s 8QAM using a few-mode re-

circulating loop, IEEE Photonics Conference 2013 (IPC) Washington 8-12 Sept 2013 

PD6  

 

 Y.Jung, V.A.J.M.Sleiffer, N.Baddela, M.N.Petrovich, J.R.Hayes, N.V.Wheeler, 

D.R.Gray, E.Numkam Fokoua, J.P.Wooler, N.H.-L.Wong, F.Parmigiani, S.-U.Alam, 

J.Surof, M.Kuschnerov, V.Veljanovski, H.de Waardt, F.Poletti, D.J.Richardson  

(2013), First demonstration of a broadband 37-cell hollow core photonic bandgap 

fiber and its application to high capacity mode division multiplexing, OFC '13 

Anaheim 17-21 March 2013 PDP5A.3  

 

 Y.Jung, V.A.J.M.Sleiffer, V.Veljanovski, M. Kuschnerov, S.Alam, H.de Waardt, 

F.Poletti, D.J.Richardson  (2013), Mode Division Multiplexing in Photonic Band Gap 

Fibre, OFC '13 Annaheim 17-22 Mar 2013 PD3.4  
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 V.A.J.M.Sleiffer, Y.Jung, V.Veljanovski, R.G.H.van Uden, M.Kuschnerov, Q.Kang, 

L.Grüner-Nielsen, Y.Sun, D.J.Richardson, S.U.Alam, F.Poletti, J.K.Sahu, A.Dhar, 

H.Chen, B.Inan, A.M.J.Koonen, B.Corbett, R.Winfield, A.D.Ellis, H.de Waardt  

(2012), 73.7 Tb/s (96X3x256-Gb/s) mode-division-multiplexed DP-16QAM 

transmission with inline MM-EDFA European Conference on Optical 

Communication (ECOC) Amsterdam 16-20 Sept 2012 Th.3.C.4  

 

 N.MacSuibhne, Z.Li, B.Baeuerle, J.Zhao, J.P.Wooler, S.U.Alam, F.Poletti, 

M.N.Petrovich, A.M.Heidt, I.P.Giles, D.J.Giles, B.Pálsdóttir, L.Grüner-Nielsen, 

R.Phelan, J.O'Carroll, B.Kelly, D.Murphy, A.D.Ellis, D.J.Richardson, F.C.Garcia 

Gunning  (2012), Wavelength Division Multiplexing at 2μm 

European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) Amsterdam 16-20 Sept 

2012 Th.3.A.3  

 

 M.N.Petrovich, F.Poletti, J.P.Wooler, A.M.Heidt, N.K.Baddela, Z.Li, D.R.Gray, 

R.Slavík, F.Parmigiani, N.V.Wheeler, J.R.Hayes, E.Numkam Fokoua, L.Grüner-

Nielsen, B.Pálsdóttir, R.Phelan, B.Kelly, M.Becker, N.McSuibhne, J.Zhao, 

F.C.Garcia Gunning, A.D.Ellis, P.Petropoulos, S.U.Alam, D.J.Richardson  (2012), 

First demonstration of 2 micron data transmission in a low-loss hollow core photonic 

bandgap fiber, European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) Amsterdam 

16-20 Sept 2012 Th.3.A.5  

 

 N.V.Wheeler, M.N.Petrovich, R.Slavík, N.Baddela, E.Numkam Fokoua, J.R.Hayes, 

D.Gray, F.Poletti, D.J.Richardson  (2012), Wide-bandwidth low-loss 19-cell hollow 

core photonic band gap fiber and its potential for low latency data transmission, OFC 

'12 Los Angeles 4-8 March 2012 PDP5A.2 

 

 Y.Jung, S.-U.Alam, Z.Li, A.Dhar, D.Giles, I.Giles, J.Sahu, L.Grüner-Nielsen, 

F.Poletti, D.J.Richardson  (2011), First demonstration of multimode amplifier for 

spatial division multiplexed transmission systems, European Conference on Optical 

Communication (ECOC) Geneva, Switzerland 18-22 Sep 2011 Th.13.K.4  

 

Other significant published technical documents 

 D.J.Richardson, J.M.Fini, L.E.Nelson, Space-Division Multiplexing in Optical Fibres 

 Nature Photonics 2013 Vol.7(5) pp.354–362. 

 Review of the field of Space Division Multiplexing in Nature Photonics - a high impact 

Nature Journal. The paper was written in collaboration with leading individuals from the 

US telecommunications/fibre industry.  

 F.Poletti, N.V.Wheeler, M.N.Petrovich, N.Baddela, E.Numkam Fokoua, J.R.Hayes, 

D.R.Gray, Z.Li, R.Slavík, D.J.Richardson, Towards high-capacity fibre-optic 

communications at the speed of light in vacuum, Nature Photonics Vol.7(4) pp.279-284, 

2013. First report of low latency transmission in a PBGF. The paper received a great deal 

of press attention and has received more than 10,000 page views since published.   

 F. Poletti, M.N. Petrovich, DJ Richardson, Hollow-core photonic bandgap fibres: 

technology and applications http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/nanoph.2013.2.issue-5-

6/issue-files/nanoph.2013.2.issue-5-6.xml 

 

A series of twelve public deliverables describing MODE-GAP work in all areas have been 

written and are available from the website. 

http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/nanoph.2013.2.issue-5-6/issue-files/nanoph.2013.2.issue-5-6.xml
http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/nanoph.2013.2.issue-5-6/issue-files/nanoph.2013.2.issue-5-6.xml
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Other publications 

Articles have been published in the ECOC magazine over several editions of the conference, 

describing the overall work of the project. 

 

 Enabling practical Space Division Multiplexed Systems – new transmission fibre 

concepts, designs and challenges ECOC 2012 magazine, D.J. Richardson 

 Space division multiplexed systems using few mode fibre – EU project MODE-GAP. 

ECOC 2013 magazine I.P.Giles 

 

A joint article was written with the leading Japanese and US groups reviewing the various 

SDM technologies and distributed at OFC’12 within the delegate packs. 

 Enhancing optical communications with brand new fibres 

T.Morioka, Y.Awaji, R.Ryf, P.Winzer, D.J.Richardson, F.Poletti IEEE Communications 

Magazine 2012 Vol.50(2) pp.s31-s42 

 

A presentation on MODE-GAP was given at ECOC 2013 market focus by Coriant, ‘Multi-

mode SDM systems: upgrade scenario for legacy systems achievable system cost.’ This series 

of presentations held in the exhibition hall is targeted at an industrial audience. 

Workshops  

Workshops offered an excellent forum to discuss the project work amongst researchers from 

around the world. MODE-GAP partners organised several workshops during the project 

lifetime. 

 

 IEEE Summer Topicals 2012: Professor Richardson co-chaired (with colleagues from 

AT&T and OFS Labs (USA)) the first conference on SDM at the IEE Summer 

Topical Meeting in Seattle July 2012. A special edition on SDM was published in 

IEEE Photonics Technology Letters incorporating papers from the meeting. Follow 

up meetings have since been held annually. 

 

 OFC 2012 Symposium: Sander Jansen and Lars Grüner-Nielsen co-organized a 

Symposium at OFC’2012 on “Enabling Technologies for Fiber Capacities Beyond 

100 Terabits/second”. The symposium consisted of 4 sessions with 11 invited papers 

and 16 contributed papers. 

 

 ECOC 2012 workshop: Francesco Poletti and Lars Grüner-Nielsen together with two 

Japanese colleagues from the EXAT project in Japan organized a workshop at 

ECOC’2012 on “Optical Components and Characterization Requirements for SDM 

Networks”. The workshop consisted of 13 invited talks from the EU, Japan and USA. 

Two talks were from MODE-GAP. The workshop was very well received and 

attracted around 200 attendees. 

 

 ECOC 2013:  

MODE-GAP organised a conference workshop at ECOC 2013 in collaboration with 

the Japanese EXAT project group. The workshop was titled “Integration of optical 

devices for SDM transmission” and brought together SDM experts from Europe, 

Japan and the US with several contributions from MODE-GAP partners.  
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Press releases  

MODE-GAP issued a range of press releases during its lifetime through its PR company. 

These were picked up by many journals resulting in interviews with journalists and several 

articles written about the project work.  

 

Individual partners issued press releases primarily related to new product releases emanating 

from MODE-GAP work. 

 

In addition there was an interview for ECOC television specifically discussing MODE-GAP  

highlighted in the News section of the website. 

Trade shows 

The industrial partners often exhibit at trade shows which offer a prime opportunity to 

promote and publicise the project work.  

 

Phoenix Photonics publicised MODE-GAP on their stands at OFC and ECOC showing LP01 

to LP11 mode converters and 2um fibre components. 

Exploitation of results 

During and following the MODE-GAP project, industrial partners have launched commercial 

products and all continue with related products under development. Of these products some have 

been the result of the companies developing their own technologies while others are the result of 

collaborative work between the industrial and academic partners. The following summarises the 

commercial impact the project has had for each of the industrial partners. 

Eblana Photonics 

 

Commercialised products 

- Single-wavelength laser sources 

1750nm (1730 – 1770nm) 

1870nm (1840 – 1910nm) 

2000nm (1950 – 2050nm) 

2150nm (2120 - 2170nm) 

- FP sources at 2020nm 

- The above in packages such as butterfly, high speed butterfly and integrated module with 

temperature and power control 

 

Products under development 

- Photodiodes for 2µm detection (collaboration with UCC) 

- GaSb based single-wavelength, FP and SLED sources for 2.1~2.5µm 

 

Eblana has commercialised laser products covering the wavelength range 1700 to 2100nm, and 

developing devices up to 2300nm. Prior to MODE-GAP the longest wavelength laser it produced 

was in the region of 1600nm and the project was instrumental in the development of what is now 

a very important range of products for the company. Another product is a high power device 

where a laser was integrated with a semiconductor optical amplifier, which was significant 

because it was the first integrated component the company commercialised. This work will have 

an on-going benefit for the company as photonic integration is an area targeted in its on-going 

and future R&D programmes. 

 

Other technologies developed within MODE-GAP are targeted as future commercial products, 

including 1550nm and 2000nm wavelength windows tunable lasers based on laser diode arrays 
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and lasers based on GaSb materials. In cooperation with partners, work is on-going to develop 

Tyndall’s photodiode technology into a commercial product. 

Phoenix Photonics 

 

Commercialised products 

- Fused couplers at 2µm 

- Polarizers at 2µm 

- Depolarizers at 2µm 

- Polarization controllers at 2µm 

- Mechanical mode converters  

- In-fibre fixed mode converters  

- Prism based mode splitter 

- LP11 mode strippers 

- 3 and 6 fibre Photonic Lanterns 

 

Products under development 

- Higher mode count FMF products 

- SDM products at 1060nm 

- Range of cladding and core pumped EDFA products (collaboration with ORC) 

 

The current product range is viewable at: 

http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/spatial_division_multiplexing_SDM_pr

oducts.htm 
 

Phoenix has applied its core technology to fabricate all-fibre components to the development of 

key 2m and few mode fibre components. Its few mode product offering include: 3 and 6 fibre 

photonic lanterns, mechanical variable mode converters based on LPGs, in-fibre fixed mode 

converters, prism-based mode splitters and LP11 mode strippers, and most recently a FM-EDFA. 

Phoenix is planning to extend its few-mode product range to cover higher mode FMF when it 

becomes available and to develop more complex modules and sub-systems. A key enabling 

component for these products was the few mode fibre from OFS. At 2µm the company has 

extended the wavelength range of some of its existing products including, fused couplers, 

polarizers, depolarizers, variable phase shifters and polarization controllers. 

 

Phoenix has won a H2020 Phase 1 award to develop a full commercialisation plan for few mode 

fibre and multi-core fibre components for application in future SDM systems. 

OFS 

 

Commercialised products 

- Four-mode step and graded index fibres 

- ‘Clearlite’ fibre for 2µm use (1700nm cutoff) 

 

Products under development 

- Cabled FMF 

- 2um fibre amplifiers & lasers 

- Multimode rare earth doped fibres 

 

 

http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/spatial_division_multiplexing_SDM_products.htm
http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/spatial_division_multiplexing_SDM_products.htm
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OFS is now offering several types of few-mode fibre using their normal commercial sales 

channels, the only producer in the world to do so to date. The fibres are sold to various 

universities and research labs the world over. 

 

It is planned to increase the number of modes available and OFS has in year four started work on 

a fibre supporting 9 LP modes (15 spatial modes). 

 

At 2µm wavelengths OFS has launched a single mode solid core fibre. 

 

Potential future products include; few mode solid silica fibres as bare fibre as well as in cabled 

form, photonic band gap fibres (PBGF) as bare fibre as well as in cabled form, rare earth doped 

fibre for amplifiers and lasers at 2000 um, multimoded rare earth doped fibres for MIMO 

transmission, and multimode rare earth doped fibres. 

 

The work in MODE-GAP contributes to OFS’s leadership position in PBGF transmission fibre. 

Coriant 

As a result of its participation in MODE-GAP, Coriant has become a leader in the fields of few 

mode and PBGF transmission and well placed to introduce products in these areas in the 

timeframe outlined in the roadmap. Coriant is continuing to actively promote the results of 

MODE-GAP showing a live demonstration at OFC 15 as part of the on-going commitment. 

 

The academic partners have developed a large number of technologies for few mode and PGBF 

transmission systems. All the partners have plans to develop these technologies further either 

through follow on research programs or collaboration with industry. 

ORC 

The ORC has developed amplifier technologies for both few-mode and 2µm applications. They 

have also developed PBGF at both 1550nm and 2µm. The ORC is working to commercially 

exploit these technologies and in particular is working with Phoenix Photonics Ltd on developing 

a commercial few-mode amplifier product. Involvement in national and European research 

programmes, won in part as a result of their contribution to MODE-GAP, also provides an avenue 

to develop these products further. 

TUE 

TUE has developed a range of mode-(de)multiplexing technologies. TUE is fostering closer 

working relationships with local entities located in the Benelux region. This includes several 

partners working on integrated photonic chips and high tech material systems (Photonic 

integration group at TUE, Photonic Research Group, Ghent, Belgium and TNO Netherlands) 

interested in the design, fabrication and testing of next generation novel devices for mode-

(de)multiplexing and opto-electronic processing. 

TUE also developed DSP algorithms which were used in the transmission experiments carried out 

in the project. The existing close links with Coriant provide an avenue to commercially exploit 

this technology. 

 

The team at TUE have developed an extremely effective method for the measurement of multiple 

transmitted modes using only one opto-electronic receiver and ADC/Oscilloscope. This method 

has been demonstrated to be robust and very cost effective. TUE has patented the technique and 

is in discussion to transfer the technology and continues to evaluate the potential for its 

exploitation in other applications. 
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Tyndall 

Tyndall has developed a range of 2um active components and the objective is to develop these 

further through participation in follow on projects. Tyndall is also aiming to transfer this 

technology to industry and an example of this is the work with Eblana on commercialising the 

photodiodes developed in the project, outlined previously. 

Aston 

Aston University intends to downstream all MODE-GAP related IP to the industrial partners 

within the consortium. One item of IP has already been transferred to NSN, and a second item is 

currently under negotiation with Coriant.  

ESPCI 

MODE-GAP has enabled ESPCI to enhance its measurement capabilities which will be a key 

enabler for the on-going development of PBGF as well as other applications. The need for 

quantitative characterisation of the ultra-low roughness (0.2-0.4 nm) of internal interfaces of PBG 

fibres (assumed to be responsible for the ultimate loss) has led ESPCI to develop AFM and 

optical profilometry techniques at an unprecedented level of precision. This instrumental and 

data-analysis know-how can be used to i) improve metrological techniques and standards in 

collaboration with national/European standard institutes ii) applied to the characterization of 

technological ultra-smooth surfaces. A natural route is the search for sub-nanometer scale 

roughness signatures allowing for application to reverse engineering. 
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4.1.4 Further information. 

 

  

www.modegap.eu 
 

 

Partner contact information and websites 

 

Partner Main Contact Email  Web 
ORC, University 

of Southampton 

Professor David 

Richardson 

djr@orc.soton.ac.uk www.orc.soton.ac.uk 

Tyndall Institute 

University 

College Cork 

Professor Brian 

Corbett 

brian.corbett@tyndall.ie www.tyndall.ie 

Technical 

University of 

Eindhoven 

Professor Ton 

Koonen 

A.M.J.Koonen@tue.nl www.tue.nl 

Aston University Professor Andrew 

Ellis 

andrew.ellis@aston.ac.uk www.aston.ac.uk 

ESPCI Dr Damien 

Vandembroucq 
damienvdb@pmmh.espci.fr www.espci.fr 

 

Phoenix 

Photonics Ltd. 

Dr Ian Giles ian.giles@phoenixphotonics .com www.phoenixphotonics.com 

Eblana Photonics 

Ltd. 

Dr Richard Phelan richard.phelan@eblanaphotonics.com www.eblanaphotonics.com 

OFS Dr Lars Grüner-

Nielsen 

lgruner@ofsoptics.com www.ofsoptics.com 

Coriant Dr Maxim 

Kuschnerov 

maxim.kuschnerov@coriant.com www.coriant.com 

 

Product links 

 

Partner Products Link 
Phoenix 

Photonics  

Passive few mode fibre 

components, Photonic 

lanterns, FM-EDFA, 2um 

passive components 

http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/spatial_division_multip

lexing_SDM_products.htm 

http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/2microncouplers.htm 

Eblana 

Photonics 

2um  range lasers http://www.eblanaphotonics.com/specialty-laser-diodes.php 

OFS Few mode fibres (2- and 4- 

mode), 2um single mode 

fibre 

http://fiber-optic-catalog.ofsoptics.com/viewitems/few-mode-optical-fiber-

series/few-mode-optical-fiber-series1 

http://fiber-optic-catalog.ofsoptics.com/item/coupler-fibers/1700-coupler-
fiber/1848 

 

  

http://www.modegap.eu/
mailto:damienvdb@pmmh.espci.fr
http://www.espci.fr/
http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/spatial_division_multiplexing_SDM_products.htm
http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/spatial_division_multiplexing_SDM_products.htm
http://www.phoenixphotonics.com/website/products/2microncouplers.htm
http://www.eblanaphotonics.com/specialty-laser-diodes.php
http://fiber-optic-catalog.ofsoptics.com/viewitems/few-mode-optical-fiber-series/few-mode-optical-fiber-series1
http://fiber-optic-catalog.ofsoptics.com/viewitems/few-mode-optical-fiber-series/few-mode-optical-fiber-series1
http://fiber-optic-catalog.ofsoptics.com/item/coupler-fibers/1700-coupler-fiber/1848
http://fiber-optic-catalog.ofsoptics.com/item/coupler-fibers/1700-coupler-fiber/1848
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List of MODE-GAP publications in technical journals and conferences. 

 

1. “OFDM MMF optical communication transmission system based on mode group division 

multiplexing”,  H. Chen, H.P.A. van den Boom and A.M.J. Koonen, Proceedings of the 15th Annual 

Symposium of the IEEE Photonics Benelux Chapter, 18-19 November 2010, Delft, The Netherlands 

(pp. 97-100).  

2. “Experimental Demonstration of 2x2 MIMO Based on Mode Group Division Multiplexing over 250m 

GI-MMF”,  H. Chen, H.P.A. van den Boom and A.M.J. Koonen, Asia Communications and Photonics 

Conference and Exhibition (ACP) 2010, FO2, 09-13, December 2010, Shanghai, China.  

3. "30Gbit/s 3 × 3 Optical Mode Group Division Multiplexing System with Mode-Selective Spatial 

Filtering” H. S. Chen, H. P. A. van den Boom and A. M. J. Koonen, OFC 2011, March 6-10, Los 

Angeles, paper OWB1. 

4. "Capacity Limits of Optical Based Communications" Jian Zhao, Andrew D. Ellis, and Danish Rafique. 

Signal Processing in Photonics Communications Conference (SPPCom), 12th - 15th June 2011.  

5. “High capacity mode group division multiplexed multimode fibre systems” A.M.J. Koonen, H. Chen, 

H.P.A. van den Boom, E. Tangdiongga, OECC 2011, 4-8 July, 2011, Kaohsiung, paper 8E1.1 (invited) 

6. “First demonstration of multimode amplifier for spatial division multiplexed transmission systems,” 

Y.Jung, S.-U.Alam, Z.Li, A.Dhar, D.Giles, I.Giles, J.Sahu, L.Grüner-Nielsen, F.Poletti, 

D.J.Richardson, ECOC Geneva, Switzerland 18-22 September 2011 Th.13.K.4 (Postdeadline) 

7. ‘Component challenges: Space Division Multiplexed fibre networks for next generation transmission’ 

I.P.Giles, ECOC Forum ECOC 2011. 

8. "30Gbit/s 3 × 3 Optical Mode Group Division Multiplexing System with Optimized Joint Detection" 

Chen, H.S.; van den Boom, H.P.A.; Koonen, A.M.J.; , 30-Gb/s 3 x 3 Optical Mode Group-Division-

Multiplexing System With Optimized Joint Detection, Photonics Technology Letters, IEEE , vol.23, 

no.18, pp.1283-1285, Sept.15, 2011.  

9. “Capacity in Fibre Optic Communications: The Case for a Radically New Fibre”, A.D.Ellis, 

D.Rafique, S.Sygletos, IEEE Photonics Conference 2011, paper TuN1 (2011). 

10. “Implementation of Tbit/s Networks”, A.D.Ellis, F.C.G.Gunning,  IEEE Photonics Conference 2011, 

Special Symposium on Terabit Optical Ethernet, paper MW3, (2011) 

11. “First Demonstration and Detailed Characterization of a Multimode Amplifier for Space Division 

Multiplexed Transmission Systems,” Y. Jung, S. Alam, Z. Li, A. Dhar, D. Giles, I.P. Giles, J.K. Sahu, F. 

Poletti, L. Grüner-Nielsen and D. J. Richardson,, Optics Express 2011 Vol.19(26) pp.B952-B957 

12. “Effects on MIMO-DSP in coherent transmission systems employing few-mode fibers”, R.G.H. van 

Uden, H. Chen, C.M. Okonkwo, H.P.A. van den Boom, H. de Waardt, A.M.J. Koonen, Proc. of the 

16th Annual symposium of the IEEE Photonics Benelux Chapter, 01-02 Dec. 2011, Ghent, Belgium. 

(pp. 217-220) 

13. Implementation of Tbit/s Networks, A.D.Ellis, F.C.G.Gunning, IEEE Photonics Conference 2011, 

Special Symposium on Terabit Optical Ethernet, paper MW3, (2011) 

14. Capacity in Fibre Optic Communications: The Case for a Radically New Fibre, A.D.Ellis, D.Rafique, 

S.Sygletos, IEEE Photonics Conference 2011, paper TuN1 (2011). 

15. Experimental and Theoretical Investigations of Intensity-Modulation and Direct-Detection Optical 

Fast-OFDM over MMF-links, E. Giacoumidis, S. K. Ibrahim, J. Zhao, J. M. Tang, A. D. Ellis,  I. 

Tomkos, IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, Vol. 24, No. 1, pp.52-54, (2012). 
16. Nonlinear Semi-Analytical Model for Simulation of Few-Mode Fiber Transmission, Filipe Ferreira, 

Sander Jansen, Paulo Monteiro and Henrique Silva, PTL, Vol. 24, No. 4, Feb 15, 2012, pp 240-242. 

17. Enhancing optical communications  with brand new fibers, T.Morioka, Y.Awaji, R.Ryf, P.Winzer, 

D.J.Richardson, F.Poletti, IEEE Communications Magazine 2012 Vol.50(2) pp.s31-s42 

18. Hollow Core Photonic Bandgap fibers for Telecommunications: Opportunities and Potential Issues, 

Francesco Poletti, Eric Numkam Fokoua, Marco N. Petrovich, Natalie V. Wheeler, Naveen Baddela, 

John R. Hayes, and David J. Richardson, OFC 2012 paper OTh1H.3  

19. Dipole radiation model for surface roughness scattering in hollow-core fibers, E.Numkam, F.Poletti, 

D.J.Richardson, OFC '12, JW2A.18 (poster, grand prize winner of the 2012 Corning Outstanding 

Student Paper competition) 

20. Wide-bandwith, low-loss, 19-cell hollow core photonic band gap fiber and its potential for low latency 

data, N. V. Wheeler, M. N. Petrovich, R. Slavík, N. Baddela, E. Numkam, J. R. Hayes, D. R. Gray, F. 

Poletti and D. J. Richardson, OFC 2012 paper PDP5A.2 
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21. Few Mode Transmission Fiber with low DGD, low Mode Coupling and low Loss, L. Grüner-Nielsen, Y. 

Sun, J. W. Nicholson, D. Jakobsen, R. Lingle Jr, and B. Pálsdóttir, OFC 2012 paper PDP5A.1 

22. Detailed study of modal gain in a multimode EDFA supporting LP01 and LP11 mode group 

amplification, Y.Jung, S.-U.Alam, Z.Li, A.Dhar, D.Giles, I.Giles, J.K.Sahu, F,Poletti, D.J.Richardson, 

OFC 2012, paper OM3C.4 

23. Measuring Distributed Mode Scattering in Long, Few-Moded Fibers, Kim Jespersen, Z. Li, Lars 

Gruner-Nielsen, Bera Palsdottir, Francesco Poletti, and Jeffrey W. Nicholson, Optical Fiber 

Communication Conference (OFC 2012), Paper OTh3I.4 

24. Experimental Demonstration of Cost-Effective Intensity-Modulation and Direct-Detection Optical 

Fast-OFDM over 40km SMF Transmission, E. Giacoumidis, S.K. Ibrahim, J. Zhao, J.M. Tang, I. 

Tomkos, and A.D. Ellis, OFC 2012, paper JW2A.65, (2012). 

25. The Impact of Differential Mode Delay on Mode-Division Multiplexed Coherent Optical OFDM 

Transmission, Adriana P. Lobato Polo, Filipe Ferreira, Beril Inan, Maxim Kuschnerov, Dirk van den 

Borne, Sander L. Jansen, Bernhard Spinnler4, Berthold Lankl , OFC 2012, paper OTu2C.2. 

26. Equalizer Complexity of Mode Division Multiplexed Coherent Receivers, Beril Inan, Bernhard Spinnler, 

Filipe Ferreira, Adriana P. Lobato Polo, Susmita Adhikari, Vincent Sleiffer, Dirk van den Borne, 

Norbert Hanik, Sander L. Jansen, OFC 2012, paper OW3D.4 

27. Crosstalk Optimization of Phase Masks for Mode Multiplexing in Few Mode Fibers,, Filipe Ferreira, 

Dirk van den Borne, Paulo Monteiro, Henrique Silva, OFC 2012, paper JW2A.37 

28. 30-Gb/s Bidirectional Transparent Optical Transmission With an MMF Access and an Indoor Optical 

Wireless Link,  Haoshuo Chen, Henrie P. A. van den Boom, Eduward Tangdiongga,  Ton Koonen, 

IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, Vol. 24, No. 7, April 1, 2012 pp 572-574. 

29. In0.75Ga0.25As/InP Multiple Quantum Well Discrete Mode Laser Diode Emitting at 2 µm, R. Phelan, 

J. O’Carroll, D. Byrne, C. Herbert,  J. Somers, B. Kelly, Photonics Technology Letters, Vol. 24, No. 8, 

pp 652-654. 

30. The nonlinear Shannon limit and the need for new fibres, A.D.Ellis, Proc Photonics Europe, Nonlinear 

Optics and Applications VI, Paper 8434-16, (Apr. 2012) 

31. DSP complexity of mode-division multiplexed receivers, Beril Inan, Bernhard Spinnler, Filipe Ferreira, 

Dirk van den Borne, Adriana Lobato, Susmita Adhikari, Vincent A. J. M. Sleiffer, Maxim Kuschnerov, 

Norbert Hanik, and Sander L. Jansen, Optics Express, Vol. 20, Issue 10, pp. 10859-10869 (2012) 

32. Gas Absorption between 1.8 and 2.1 μm in Low Loss (5.2 dB/km) HC-PBGF, N. V. Wheeler, M. N. 

Petrovich, N. K. Baddela, J. R. Hayes, E. Numkam Fokoua, F. Poletti and D. J. Richardson, CLEO 

2012 paper CM3N.5 

33. Capacity Limits of Optical Fibre Based Communications, Jian H. Lin, Andrew Ellis, and Danish 

Rafique, Proc Signal Processing in Photonic Communications (SPPCom), Toronto, Canada, Paper 

SPWC2, (Jun. 2011). 

34. Development of low loss, wide bandwidth hollow core photonic bandgap fibres for telecom 

applications, Petrovich, M. N.; Wheeler, N. V.; Baddela, N. K.; Poletti, F.; Fokoua, E. Numkam; 

Hayes, J. R.; Gray, D. R.; Richardson, D. J., 2012 14th International Conference on Transparent 

Optical Networks (ICTON) 2012 

35. Equalizer complexity of mode-division multiplexed coherent receivers, Inan, B., Spinnler, B., van den 

Borne, D., Ferreira, F., Lobato, A., Adhikari, S., Sleiffer, V.A.J.M., Hanik, N., Jansen, S.L., 14th 

International Conference on Transparent Optical Networks (ICTON), 2-5 July 2012, pages  1 – 4 

36. Semi-analytical model for linear modal coupling in few-mode fiber transmission, F. Ferreira, P. 

Monteiro, H. Silva, 14th International Conference on Transparent Optical Networks (ICTON), 2-5 July 

2012, paper Th.A1.5 

37. 20Gbit/s Two LP11 Modes Transmission over 10km Two-moded Fiber without Crosstalk 

Compensation, H. -S. Chen, A. M. J. Koonen1, B. Corbett, R. Winfield, and H. P. A. van den Boom, 

OECC’12, paper 6B2-1. 

38. Soliton Propagation in a Few Mode Optical Fibre, N. Mac Suibhne, R. Watts, S. Sygletos, F. Garcia 

Gunning, L. Grüner-Nielsen, A.D. Ellis, OECC 2012, paper SC3-3. 

39. Phase Plate Tolerances in a Tri-Mode Demultiplexer, R. v. Uden, C. Okonkwo, H. d. Waardt and A. M. 

J. Koonen, SUM 2012 IEEE Photonics Society Summer Topical Meeting on Space Division 

Multiplexing for Optical Systems and Networks, paper WC1.3 

40. All Fiber Components for Multimode SDM Systems, I. Giles, A. Obeysekara, R. Chen, D. Giles, F. 

Poletti and D. J. Richardson, SUM 2012 IEEE Photonics Society Summer Topical Meeting on Space 

Division Multiplexing for Optical Systems and Networks, paper WC1.1 (Invited). 

41. Modal Gain Equalization in a Few Moded Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier, S.-U. Alam, Y. Jung, Z. Li, 

A. Dhar, J. K. Sahu, F. Poletti and D. J. Richardson, SUM 2012 IEEE Photonics Society Summer 
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Topical Meeting on Space Division Multiplexing for Optical Systems and Networks, paper WC2.1 

(Invited) 

42. Measuring Distributed Mode Scattering in Few Mode Fibers with High and Low Differential Group 

Delay, L. Grüner-Nielsen, J.W. Nicholson, K. Jespersen, Y. Sun, R. L. Lingle, D. Jakobsen and B. 

Palsdottir, Proceedings of IEEE Photonics Society 2012 Sumer topical meeting, paper TuC1.3. 

43. Stable Mode Converter for Conversion between LP01 andLP11 Using a Thermally Induced Long 

Period Grating, L. Grüner-Nielsen, J. W. Nicholson, SUM 2012 IEEE Photonics Society Summer 

Topical Meeting on Space Division Multiplexing for Optical Systems and Networks, paper WC1.2 

44. Silicon Photonic Integrated Mode Multiplexer, A.M.J. Koonen, H.-S. Chen, H.P.A. van den Boom and 

O. Raz , IEEE Summer Topical Meeting 2012, Paper WC4.2. (WP4) 

45. Current Capacity Limits and Activities within the EU Project MODE-GAP to Overcome them, 

A.D.Ellis, IEEE Summer topical meeting on Spatial Multiplexing, Plenary Paper (2012). 

46. DSP Requirements for MIMO Spatial Multiplexed Receivers, B. Inan, S. L. Jansen, B. Spinnler, F. 

Ferreira, D. van den Borne, M. Kuschnerov, A. P. Lobato, S. Adhikari, V. Sleiffer, N. Hanik, SUM 

2012 IEEE Photonics Society Summer Topical Meeting on Space Division Multiplexing for Optical 

Systems and Networks, paper MC4.4 (Invited) 

47. High speed AlInGaAs quantum well waveguide photodiode for wavelengths around 2 microns, Hua 

Yang, Nan Ye, Agnieszka Gocalinska, Marina Manganaro, Kevin Thomas, Emanuele Pelucchi, 

Brendan Roycroft, Frank Peters and Brian Corbett, IPRM 2012, paper We2D4 

48. LP01 and LP11 mode division multiplexing link with mode crossbar switch, Chen, H.S.; Koonen, 

A.M.J, Electronics Letters , vol.48, no.19, pp.1222-1223, September 13 2012 

49. Experimental Investigation of Inter-Modal Cross-Gain Modulation and Transient Effects in a Two 

Mode Group Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier, Y. Jung, S. Alam, Z. Li, P. S. Teh, A. Dhar, J. K. Sahu, F. 

Poletti, R. J. Winfield, A. D. Ellis, and D. J. Richardson, ECOC 2012, paper Tu3F5. 

50. Method to Visualise and Measure Individual Modes in a Few Moded Fibre, Ian Giles, Asiri 

Obeysekara, Francesco Poletti, David Richardson, ECOC’12, paper Tu.1.F.5 

51. Complementary analysis of modal content properties in a 19-cell hollow core photonic band gap fiber 

using Time-of-Flight and S2 techniques, D.R.Gray, Z.Li, F.Poletti, R.Slavik, N.V.Wheeler, 

M.N.Petrovich, A.Obeysekara, D.J.Richardson, European Conference on Optical Communication 

(ECOC) Amsterdam 16-20 Sept 2012 Mo.2.F.1 

52. Integrated Mode Group Division Multiplexer and Demultiplexer based on 2 Dimensional Vertical 

Grating Couplers , Haoshuo Chen, Ton Koonen, Roy van Uden, Henrie van den Boom, Oded Raz, 

ECOC’12, paper Th.1.B.2 

53. Modal Gain Control in a Multimode Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier Incorporating Ring Doping , 

Qiongyue Kang, Eeleong Lim, Yongmin Jung, Jayanta Sahu, Francesco Poletti, Shaif-ul Alam, David 

Richardson, ECOC 2012, paper P1.05 

54. Mode division multiplexed 3x112-Gb/s DP-QPSK transmission over 80-km few-mode fiber with inline 

MM-EDFA and blind DSP, V.A.J.M. Sleiffer, Y. Jung, B.Inan, H. Chen, R.G.H. van Uden, M. 

Kuschnerov, D. van den Borne, S.L. Jansen, V. Veljanovski, A.M.J. Koonen, D.J. Richardson, S. Alam, 

F. Poletti, J. Sahu, A. Dhar, B. Corbett, R. Winfield, A. Ellis, H. De Waardt, ECOC 2012, paper 

TU1C2. 

55. 1.45 Tbit/s low latency data transmission through 19-cell hollow core photonic band gap fibre, 

R.Slavik, M.N.Petrovich, N.V.Wheeler, J.R.Hayes, N.K.Baddela, D.Gray, F.Poletti, D.J.Richardson, 

European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) Amsterdam 16-20 Sept 2012 paper 

Mo.2.F.2 

56. Analysis of Light scattering from Surface Roughness in Hollow-core Photonic Bandgap Fibers, Eric 

Numkam Fokoua, Francesco Poletti, David Richardson, ECOC 2012, paper Mo.2.F.3 

57. Nonlinear Pulse Distortion in Few-Mode Fiber, N. Mac Suibhne, R. Watts, S. Sygletos, F. C Garcia 

Gunning, L. Grüner-Nielsen, A. D. Ellis, ECOC 2012, paper Th.2.F.5, (2012) 

58. Impact of Mode Coupling on the Mode Dependent Loss Tolerance in Few Mode Fiber Transmission, 

Adriana P. Lobato Polo, Filipe Ferreira, Maxim Kuschnerov, Dirk van den Borne, Sander Jansen, 

Bernhard Spinnler, Berthold Lankl, ECOC’12, paper Tu.1.C.3 

59. 73.7 Tb/s (96X3x256-Gb/s) mode-division-multiplexed DP-16QAM transmission with inline MM-

EDFA, V.A.J.M. Sleiffer, Y. Jung, V. Veljanovski, R.G.H. van Uden, M. Kuschnerov, Q. Kang, L. 

Grüner-Nielsen, Y. Sun, D.J. Richardson, S. Alam, F. Poletti, J.K. Sahu, A. Dhar, H. Chen, B. Inan, 

A.M.J. Koonen, B. Corbett, R. Winfield, A.D. Ellis, and H. de Waardt, ECOC 2012, postdeadline 

paper Th.3.C.4 

60. Wavelength Division Multiplexing at 2µm, N. MacSuibhne, Z. Li, B. Baeuerle, J. Zhao, J.P. Wooler, 

S.U. Alam, F. Poletti, M.N.Petrovich, A.M. Heidt, I.P. Giles, D.J.Giles, B. Pálsdóttir, L. Grüner-
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Nielsen, R. Phelan, J. O’Carroll, B. Kelly, D. Murphy, A.D. Ellis, D.J. Richardson, F.C. Garcia 

Gunning, ECOC 2012, postdeadline paper Th.3.A.3 

61. First Demonstration of 2μm Data Transmission in a Low-Loss Hollow Core Photonic Bandgap Fiber, 

M. N. Petrovich, F. Poletti, J. P. Wooler, A. M. Heidt, N. K. Baddela, Z. Li, D. R. Gray, R. Slavík, F. 

Parmigiani, N. V. Wheeler, J. R. Hayes, E. Numkam, L. Grűner-Nielsen, B. Pálsdóttir, R. Phelan, B. 

Kelly, M. Becker, N. MacSuibhne, J. Zhao, F.C. Garcia Gunning, A. D. Ellis, P. Petropoulos, S. U. 

Alam and D. J. Richardson; ECOC 2012, postdeadline paper Th.3.A.5 
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